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Trashed Buses
Leave Senior
Class Facing
Clean-up Fees
ELIZA REED
DEPUTY EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Last Friday night, the senior class
sponsored its second night out in
Portland. The ride back to campus at
the end of the night was marked by
poor, disrespectful behavior by some
of the attendees. An excessive mess
was left on the buses.
The inappropriate behavior in¬
cluded smoking. One bus driver
pulled over because students were
smoking cigarettes, while another
pulled over because students were
smoking marijuana:
When they reached campus, the
buses were littered with beer cans,
bottles, urine and vomit. The result
of this mess will be fees charged for
excessive clean-up. The fees will be
tacked on to the regular charge of
renting the buses and likely appear
in an itemized bill. This bill had not
been received by press time.
The behavior on this trip to Port¬
land was distinctly worse than the
behavior on the first, even though
the number of students on this trip
was significantly lower. The first trip,
which took place in January, took
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Margaret Wing Fondly Remembered
LIZ MILLER
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Margaret G. Wing, a dedicated mem¬
ber of Dining Services, died unexpect¬
edly on Saturday, March 1, from com¬
plications that arose after she fell while
shoveling. Friends, family and students
joined together this week to remember
of one of the kindest and most passion¬
ate people they knew. Wing was 85.
Wing worked at Bates for 20 years,
beginning in 1988 after her retirement
from Central Maine Medical Center,
where she held a job as a dietician for
29 years. Christine Schwartz, director of
Dining Services, discussed the devotion
that Wing showed to her work and ser¬
vice.
“Her niche was her commitment to
students and making everyone feel like
they were special,” said Schwartz.
Wing did a lot of things to become
involved in the Bates community, tak¬
ing “advantage of all that Bates had to
offer,” Schwartz said. A huge advocate

of education, she kindly supported her
grandchildren’s studies. She was often
invited to sit on hiring committees be¬
cause of her ability to articulate the de¬
sires of her peers.
Schwartz stressed how important
Wing’s Welsh heritage was to her. Born
in Anglesey, Wales, she settled in the
U.S. as a WWII bride to Robert L. Wing,
who died in 1977. In her later years,
Wing continued to travel to Wales on a
yearjy basis.
“I feel like she is in Wales. We
haven’t fully grasped the fact that she is
gone,” recalled Schwartz.
Yet, Wing was all about living life.
Schwartz noted that Wing “said she
wanted to die at Bates.”
Jean Cote of Dining Services said that
Wing “was very sociable; people would
always come to her with their problems.”
Cote noted her talent as a seamstress,
mentioning that she crafted many uni¬
forms for Bates Dining workers.
Schwartz said that ironing was an¬
other passion of Wing’s, recalling that
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Wing greets students in Commons, where she worked for the past 20 years.

the dining staff kept an ironing board in
the closet for her in light of Wing's pet
peeve for wrinkles.

A short but beautiful gathering
hosted by Multifaith Chaplain William
See SERVICE HELD, page 2

Women's Hockey 3rd in Nation

Security,
Police Search
Smith Hall on
Drug Lead
REGINIA TAVANI
MANAGING NEWS EDITOR

“We need people to
step forward and take
responsibility for their
actions so that we can
continue to have these
great events,” said
Class Co-President Alie
Schwartz.
four buses and was attended by
around 250 students. Last week, only
150 seniors made the trip, this time
on only three buses.
After the first trip, one bus driver
volunteered to drive for Bates again
because she said she “had a blast”
the first time. However, after this trip,
she said that she would never do so
again.
In order to prevent these kinds of
extra cleaning charges following the
January trip, class Co-Presidents Alie
Schwartz and Liz Murphy cleaned all
of the buses themselves. However,
this time the bus drivers felt the mess
was so extreme that Schwartz and
Murphy should not be permitted to
do so.
“Alie and I feel our class is an
amazing group of people overall, and
the bus trip this past Friday night was,
for 95 percent of us, a success,” said
Murphy. “We intend to deal quickly
See SENIORS, page 2
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The women’s club hockey team, seen here sharing a light moment in the locker room, was seeded first in the ACHA Dll
eastern division and claimed third place in the Women's Division I & II National Championships.

Last Wednesday, Security was
sent to Smith Hall to investigate in¬
formation that a student living there
was involved in dealing drugs. The
Lewiston Police Department was sub¬
sequently dispatched to investigate
the incident.
Dean of Students Tedd Goundie
said that no arrests were made and
that no charges were filed but that
the College and the Student Conduct
Committee will pursue their usual
course of disciplinary action should
any eventual disciplinary charges be
filed.
Goundie said that in. the event
that the Lewiston Police Department
should decide to file charges, the Col¬
lege would have no jurisdiction over
what occurs in the courts.
Bates Security refused to com¬
ment on the incident.

BCSG Finalizes Magazine Selections for Merrill
LIZ MILLER
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The BCSG meeting
this week commenced
without many new an¬
nouncements. A point
was made to address the
preventable lack of at¬
tendance.
Chiara Passerini TO, the VP of Stu¬
dent Clubs, has left Bates for medical
reasons and does not plan to return to
Bates until next January. Because she
has only been in office since January
and because the length of her absence

INSIDE
Alum Shares “Tales from the Trail”
Jeremy Pelofsky '97 discusses his job as the White House
Correspondent for Reuters America. • Page 2

is expected to be relatively long, the
BCSG plans to hold an election for a
new VP of Student Clubs. “I think we
really need someone as soon as possi¬
ble,” said Paul Suitter ’09, Student Body
President.
A discussion took place as to wheth¬
er or not to form a “task force” desig¬
nated to get students rides from Bates
to Portland Airport during breaks. Pas¬
serini had been leading the group and
someone new will step in to head the
endeavor in the interim.
Kimal McCarthy ’09, VP of Student
Committees, brought up the upcoming
committee applications that are due this

Mariam Alam ’10 contemplates the differences between
Northern and Southern styles of college courtship. • Page 3

Theater with and for the Community
The Robinson Players join with The Public Theatre to create a
production for area elementary school students. • Page 5

Women’s Indoor Third at ECAC Championships
Jen Marino ’09 broke a 21-year-old school record in the triple
jump. • Page 7
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sium. They sent a survey to the student
body asking for their top picks, which
they announced were Cosr. opolitan,
People, US Weekly and Newsweek.
A member report announced that an
architect for Hedge and Roger Williams
Halls has been selected. The Master
Planning Steering Committee is current¬
ly awaiting references for the firm and is
unable to release its name, but said they
are confident in their choice. They also
encouraged students staying at Bates for
the summer to voice their suggestions
for the new buildings as the Steering
Xommittee works to finalize the layouts
for pre-design.

Mays Men Seek to Increase Diversity,
Uphold Legacy of Esteemed Alum
AFROZ BAIG

Should Bates Reinstate the Date?

Thursday. As of Monday, no applications
had been received. McCarthy reiterated
the importance of students applying to
these committees, which included the
Student Conduct Appeals Committee, Ed¬
ucational Policy Committee, the First Year
Seminar and Writing Committee and the
Parking Committee, saying that the stu¬
dent voice is important in influencing the
decisions these committees make.
Suitter announced that the results
for the magazine surveys came back
with over 150 responses. The BCSG had
passed a bill deciding to buy subscrip¬
tions to magazines which will be placed
in the cardio rooms in Merrill Gymna-

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

A new group has surfaced on cam¬
pus. The all-male group of students,
staff and faculty of African and Latino
heritage is called the “Mays Men” and
was founded this past fall. Czerny Brasuell, director of the Multicultural Cen¬
ter, established the group.
The Mays Men are trying to follow
the principles that emerged during the
presidency of Benjamin Mays ’20 at
Morehouse College. “The Mays Men
group was formed.. .with the idea of
providing a structure and context for
the recruitment and retention of Black
and Latino males, to uplift the legacy
of Benjamin Mays and to strengthen
the connection between Bates College
and Morehouse College,” said Theodore
Sutherland ’ll about the purpose of the

group.
The Mays Men took a trip down
to Morehouse College, the country's
largest liberal arts college for men, to
witness the inaugural ceremony for
Robert M. Franklin, the College's 10th
president. Accompanied by Professor
Leslie Hill, Professor Timothy Robinson,
Dean James Reese, Dean Roland Davis
and President Elaine Tuttle Hansen, the
group was welcomed at the ceremony
with enthusiasm.
“I found the Mays Men’s visit to
Morehouse College to be quite insight¬
ful and motivating,” said Anthony Phil¬
lips TO. “The speakers who gave pre¬
sentations at the inauguration of Dr.
Robert Franklin who urged current stu¬
dents of Morehouse to be renaissance
men with a social conscience further in¬
spired me to continue to pursue a life’s
work committed to love and service to

others.”
One of the main goals of the Mays
Men is to fortify the ties between More¬
house College and Bates, a link primar¬
ily established due to Mays’ presidency
there.
Mays was not only a leader at Bates
and Morehouse but had close ties to
the Civil Rights Movement, as well. He
served as a mentor to Dr. Martin Lu¬
ther King Jr. and gave the eulogy at his
funeral on April 9th, 1968. Mays also
served as the first • African American
chairman on the Atlanta School Board.
The Mays Men are trying to uphold
the legacy of President Mays by creat¬
ing a group dedicated to the work he
did during his life. “When recognized
as Bates students [while visiting More¬
house], the first things said to us were...
See NEW GR0UR page 2
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Pelofsky ’97 Shares Work as
White House Correspondent
services to all outlets from Wall Street
analysts to the New York Times.
Since working for Reuters, Pelof¬
sky has had extensive experience deal¬
ing with several politicians. He is not
allowed to express his political prefer¬
ences, but Pelofsky did mention that
“George Bush is smarter than people
think,” and that “he knows how to work
a room very well.” Pelofsky’s speech im-

MATT MARIENTHAL
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Jeremy Pelofsky ’97 is currently the
White House Correspondent for Reuters
America. Pelofsky returned to Bates last
week as the “2008 Distinguished Alum¬
nus in Residence.” The College Key cre¬
ated this program in 2003 in order to in¬
spire accomplished Alumni to reconnect
with the Bates Community.
On Monday, March 3, Pelofsky
addressed a group of students, fac¬
ulty and administrators in Muskie
Archives with a speech entitled,
“Tales from the Trail: Covering the
Campaign and Politics Inside the
Beltway.”
Pelofsky started his speech with
a brief synopsis of his career. Imme¬
diately after graduating from Bates,
he took a job at Bloomberg News
and was based in Washington D.C.
He covered mostly economic issues,
focusing on the IMF and the World
Bank. After two years of working with
Bloomberg, he took a job at Reuters and
was quickly promoted to the position of
White House Correspondent.
Reuters is an international news
agency with a strong base in Europe
and the United States. The organization
provides real time news and markets its

“Pelofsky did mention that
‘George Bush is smarter
than people think,’ and
that ‘he knows how to
work a room very well.’”
t

plied that politicians and reporters gen¬
erally have good relationships, but that
occasionally there is conflict surrounding
a confrontational question.
Pelofsky also addressed the effect
technology has had on news. He said
that now more than ever there is a de¬
mand for up-to-the-second news and that

SENIOR THESIS
SPOTLIGHT

“you can easily see currencies dropping
and rising in response to headlines.”
As evidence of this demand, Pelof¬
sky noted that “almost every major news¬
paper breaks to the Internet.” Due to
increased technology, he said, “the only
quiet moment reporters have is on the
plane.” '
Pelofsky is also responsible for start¬
ing a Reuters online blog called “Tales
from the Trail: 2008.” It can be found
at http://blogs.reuters.com/trail08/author/jeremypelofsky/.
Almost all political campaigns, in¬
cluding Obama and Clinton, are start¬
ing their own political blogs, as well.
Pelofsky also stated that “the big¬
gest change in news has been the
proliferation of sources.” People now
have many more options than they
had in the past, which has made the
entire industry more competitive, he
explained.
Even with all of these changes,
Pelofsky said that he does not see
newspapers going out of business any¬
time in the near future.
Although there may be a demand
for real-time headlines, Pelofsky noted
that “people still enjoy going home and
reading the New York Times. There is
something very different about having
the actual paper in your hand.”

Amnesty International
Returns to Campus
AMY DeSTEFANIS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

After a short hiatus, Bates’ Amnesty
International club is back in full swing
under the leadership of Anna Bernhard
’08 and Jennelle Liljestrand ’ll. Am¬
nesty International (AI) was a group
that was active for many years at Bates
but ceased to exist after the 2006-2007
school year.
“There weren’t that many active
members...most were graduating se¬
niors and there were no underclassmen
to take over. There are lots of clubs like
that on campus... they’ll go a couple of
years with no leadership and then in¬
terest sparks again,” said Claire Lavallee
from the Student Activities Office. In
an Announce e-mail sent detailing the
clubs on campus designated “inactive,”
AI was among them, inspiring Bernhard
and Liljestrand to revive the club.
Amnesty International has always
been a popular club on college cam¬
puses around the world. It was founded
in 1961 by British lawyer Peter Benenson when he wrote a newspaper ar¬
ticle about several Portuguese college
students who were arrested in a Lisbon
bar for making a toast to freedom. The
article drew many outcries of support
for the students, and AI was bom. The

> Walsh Considers the Possible
Effects of Crime Television on
Perceptions of Reasonable Proof

grassroots, Nobel Peace Prize-winning
organization aims to utilize research
and outreach to end gross violations of
human rights (both physical and men¬
tal), to promote freedom of conscience
and to help alleviate tensions caused by
discrimination.
This year, the group plans to table
in Commons on Tuesdays from 11 a.m.
to 1 p.m. During this time, students can
drop in and write a letter — a simple
action which only takes about five
minutes. Until the Bates chapter finds
a faculty advisor, they plan on holding
fundraisers such as T-shirt sales, movie
nights and speed dating.
In the future, the group’s members
hope to participate in and sponsor
events such as the Day of Silence, an
event that aims to shed light on the ha¬
rassment and prejudice imposed upon
the LGBT community, a hunger dinner
and Get on the Bus, a trip to New York
City to participate in various human
rights rallies.
The group plans to meet each week
in the fireplace lounge of new Com¬
mons on Wednesdays at 7 p.m. The
group hopes that by fundraising and
getting known on campus for the re¬
mainder of this school year, they can
become a vocal group on campus in
years to come.

New Group
Honors Mays
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

CHRISTINE ARSNOW
STAFF WRITER

Ten years ago, phrases such as
“five-point fingerprint match” or “blood
spatter pattern” would have meant little
to anyone outside of the law enforce¬
ment world. Thanks to Gil Grissom and
his attractive and intelligent team of
crime scene investigators, however, the
average American television watcher
now knows the world of forensic sci¬
ence like the back of his or her own
hand - or so one thinks.
Television shows like “CSI” and
“Law and Order” have not only greatly
increased public awareness of forensic
science but have also led to misunder¬
standing of its use. This trend has led
to a new theory in legal psychology
called “the ‘CSI’ effect.” Kailey Walsh
’08 chose to investigate this novel and
interesting concept for her senior the¬
sis in psychology.
Walsh first learned of “the ‘CSI’ ef¬
fect” when she took the class “Psychol¬
ogy and Law” with Professor Amy Brad-

field Douglass. “No one knows who
came up with the theory,” Walsh said,
“but it basically states that individu¬
als who frequently watch crime drama
shows like “CSI” and “Law and Order”
develop unreasonable expectations of
forensic evidence. As a result, these
individuals are less likely to convict a
criminal suspect based on ‘reasonable’
forensic proof.”
The theory was first discussed in re¬
lation to the state of Delaware v. Cook
(2007), a murder trial in which the
prosecution presented 10 items of fo¬
rensic evidence against the defendant.
When the defense questioned the pros¬
ecution’s reason for presenting such
a large number of items, the prosecu¬
tion asserted that, because of modern
Americans’ extremely high expectations
of forensic proof, they needed a great
deal of forensic evidence to support
their case. This logic led to a discourse
about the effect of crime drama televi¬
sion shows on public awareness of fo¬
rensic evidence.

Seniors Must Pay for Clean-up
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

with the incidents that occurred,
specifically the damage to the buses
which will be sent out via e-mail this
week. People will have three days to
anonymously turn in the money they
owe the class and hopefully we can
just move forward from there.”
The senior class is not allocated
a budget and all events and fees are
paid for through fundraising. Schwartz
and Murphy say that the class does
not have the money to pay the extra
fees this trip has incurred.
Last semester, Schwartz and Mur¬
phy raised around $1,000 and used
most of it to help subsidize each se¬
nior’s cost of participation on the two
Portland bus trips.
The co-presidents are currently
brainstorming fundraising ideas to
simililarly subsidize the student cost

for a number of senior week activi¬
ties, including a trip to Boston for a
Red Sox game and a Portland Harbor
cruise.
Transportation to and from Port¬
land for that cruise is now up in the
air, according to Schwartz and Murphy.
In past years, senior bus trips to
Portland were organized by individu¬
al students who could use the trip to
turn a profit.
This year, Schwartz and Murphy
incorporated the bus trips as part of
the senior class’ sponsored activities.
“The Portland bus trip is a time
for all of us to enjoy our last year to¬
gether,” said Schwartz. “It is a shame
that a select few have acted inappro¬
priately. We need people to step for¬
ward and take responsibility for their
actions so that we can continue to
have these great events.”

Service Held for Margaret Wing
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Blaine-Wallace was held in Wing’s mem¬
ory in Chase Hall last Friday. Friends
and family stood to share their memo¬
ries of Wing and the ways in which she
touched their lives.
Wing leaves behind two daughters,
four grandsons and five great-grandsons.
She adored her family, always putting
them first. During the memorial service,
one of her grandsons spoke about how
Bates is part of his extended family. He
described how Wing’s family had told
Her to retire and enjoy life. Wing simply**

responded that she was enjoying life.
Associate Dean of Students James
Reese spoke about how Wing was the
type of person who always made a point
of saying hello to every student, espe¬
cially those who were not from the area,
to help them feel at home. “She deserved
that return attention,” Dean Reese said.
Wallace explained how he and Wing
“shared a secret underground life,” ref¬
erencing the services they attended at
St. Michael’s Episcopal Church in Au¬
burn. “Margaret,” he said, “I miss you,
but you are in my memories.”

Walsh’s personal interest in the le¬
gal system and in crime drama shows
sparked her curiosity about the “CSI”
effect.
She approached Bradfield
Douglass with a desire to learn more
about the “CSI” effect, and was told
that another senior, psychology ma¬
jor Will Paddock, had already chosen
to research the theory for his thesis.
Walsh considered other ideas, but was
so interested in the “CSI” effect that she
decided to conduct a research study in
conjunction with Paddock (the two still
had to write separate theses). Bradfield
Douglass, who was both interested in
the theory and intrigued by the lack of
available literature on the topic, advised
their research.
For their research, Paddock and
Walsh presented participants with one
of four different fictional trial transcripts.
The transcripts differed in the amount
(two items versus six items) and valid¬
ity (inconclusive versus exculpatory) of
forensic evidence presented. Walsh and
Paddock then presented participants

with a questionnaire that asked them to
assess the defendant’s guilt in the previ¬
ously-described trial and evaluate how
frequently they watch the “forensic tele¬
vision” programs “CSI,” “Law and Order”
and “Bones.”
After evaluating their data, Walsh
and Paddock found that individuals who
watched forensic television had a higher
expectation for the amount of forensic
evidence required to convict a criminal.
“In general,” said Walsh, “people who
watch [forensic] shows require more fo¬
rensic evidence to make a conviction”
than do people who do not watch fo¬
rensic television. “This implies that if a
person selected to a jury is someone
who frequently watches “CSI,” he might
not convict a guilty criminal based on
‘reasonable’ forensic evidence,” she
said.
Walsh noted that if further research
supports the existence of the “CSI” ef¬
fect, legal systems may have to screen
potential jurors about their forensic tele¬
vision watching.

in relation to the greatness of Mays. I
am sure any student [there] can be ap¬
proached and asked about Benjamin
Mays, and they can give a detailed an¬
swer about his great achievements. I
believe few Bates students could do the
same,” said Uriel Gonzalez ’ll.
Another goal of the group is to
raise the number of students of African
American and Latino heritage at Bates.
“We represent a cohort of young, gifted
and talented Black and Latino males
who are determined to overcome the
overarching negative social perceptions
that tend to follow Black and Latino
males in our nation,” said Phillips.
The trip to Morehouse College is
not the only thing the Mays Men have
been involved with this year. In the fall,
several members attended a conference
for African American and Latino men at
Swarthmore College. The group’s focus
remains on honoring the life and legacy
of President Mays at Bates decades after
his influential presidency at Morehouse
and his achievements in civil rights.

NewsHour Correspondent Seeks
to Bring the Arts Back to News
REGINA TAVANI
MANAGING NEWS EDITOR

The arts and broadcast media are
rarely associated with each other in to¬
day’s society, though the two were at
one time intrinsically connected. In a
lecture given last Wednesday, Jeffrey
Brown, senior correspondent for the
NewsHour with Jim Lehrer, discussed
the absence of arts and literature from
mainstream media and the work he has
done as an arts correspondent to rem¬
edy that absence.
Brown opened his lecture, entitled,
“The Public Voice: Speaking to and of
the Culture” by commenting jokingly to
the audience that he is the only Wash¬
ington journalist from whom they would
not be hearing the words “Obama,”
“Clinton” or “campaign” that evening.
Instead, Brown focused on the recent
erosion of what he terms the “public
voice,” or the collective voice compris¬
ing journalists, poets, writers, professors
and others that speaks to and informs
the American people.
This “public voice,” Brown said, was
once a major force in American culture.
News anchormen of the past, such as
Walter Cronkite, held a revered position
in society as national icons. Anchormen
no longer hold such national reverence,
and poets, professors and other aca¬
demics who once spoke outwardly to
the greater public have turned their at¬

tentions inward toward academia.
Brown expounded on this chang¬
ing nature of the media, citing a 1950’s
edition of LIFE Magazine that featured
a four-page spread on Jackson Pol¬
lock while just recently, the Los Ange¬
les Times, one of the nation’s largest
and most comprehensive newspapers,
announced that they would no longer
support a full-time dance critic. Brown
noted that beyond the exodus of the arts
from the media, the number of Ameri¬
cans watching the evening news has
dropped drastically and that newspaper
circulations are continuing to drop.
Although more and more Americans
are getting their news from the Inter¬
net, Brown warned of the dangers and
limits of such a news venue, explain¬
ing that the information flowing on the
Internet has been repackaged after be¬
ing reported by other traditional news
organizations. This new kind of media
thus relies on old media, which is being
cut back, especially in the areas of for¬
eign coverage and investigative report¬
ing. Brown also said that the Internet
tends to create and foster communities
of likeminded people, further eroding a
collective public voice.
“Is our very connectedness causing
us to lose connection to the great pub¬
lic good?” Brown asked. On NewsHour,
Brown is attempting to create a forum
for this dying public voice. He has conAducted interviews with numerous wri£

ers, musicians and artists and during his
talk, he showed a clip from a segment
in which he talked with poets in the
Middle East.
Brown said that in conducting the
interviews, he attempted to explore the
role of the writer and his or her ability
to have a private voice in such an angry
and dangerous public setting. Palestin¬
ian poet Samih Al-Qasim told Brown
that he wished he could write more po¬
ems about love but feels he cannot do
so when lives around him are always
on the line. Taha Muhammad Ali, an¬
other Palestinian poet, said that amidst
the turmoil around him, “poetry is his
salvation.”
Concluding his lecture, Brown spoke
of a great “contradiction in our lives” in
that while the news is about new things,
it is ultimately a reflection of the past
and of what has come before. Brown,
a classics major in college, believes that
history should be invoked in news sto¬
ries and artists and writers should once
again be included in the media. He
feels that arts education in the nation’s
schools should be given significantly
more attention to help combat the “age
of fragmentation” we live in and the de¬
struction of the nation’s “public voice”
to which this fragmentation has led.
The talk was sponsored by the Bates
College Lecture Series.
t
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British Journalism:
Without Standards?
FABIO PERIERA
COLUMNIST

In the wake of Sa¬
mantha Power, Barack
Obama’s former foreign
policy advisor, having
resigned over calling
Hillary Clinton a “monster,” there has
been a minor debate about differences
in journalistic standards in the United
Kingdom and the United States.
Gerri Peev, the British journalist at
The Scotsman who quoted Ms. Power,
recently gave an interview to Tucker
Carlson. Carlson rather priggishly sug¬
gested that journalistic standards are
much lower in Britain than in Ameri¬
ca, to which Peev rightly retorted that
if this comment was the first instance
of a journalist reporting what Obama
and Hillary Clinton’s campaigns actu¬
ally thought of each other, then Ameri¬
can journalists had not been doing their
job.
I have some experience with British
journalism, partly from living in Lon¬
don but mostly because my partner is
a British journalist. And, it’s true: there
is a difference in journalistic standards
in America and Britain, but Carlson and
those who think like him are wrong if
they think this puts American journal¬
ism on some sort of pedestal.
Perhaps because the British public
regards most of what is printed in news¬
papers as total bullshit, most journalists
also regard most of what elected lead¬
ers or public figures say as total bullshit.
The few off-the-cuff remarks that may
come out in an interview, like Ms. Pow¬
er’s calling Senator Clinton a monster,
are always going to be printed because
the press from the outset regards war¬
ring campaigns as having no love lost
between them (For the record, standard
practice is that an off-the-record state¬
ment must be agreed upon before it is
made; there are no oops-I-slipped-up
retractions. The monster comment was
fair game).
The antagonism in British journal¬
ism derives, in part, from the fact that
few of the major British news outlets
are beholden to the same sort of corpo¬
rate ownership as American outlets are.
The Guardian, for instance, is owned by
The Scott Trust, a charitable foundation
that not only conducts an annual social,
ethical and environmental audit of itself
as a company, but also is committed
to keeping The Guardian in print and
out of corporate ownership no matter
what. American media outlets lose edi¬
torial independence to shareholders in
the search for profits; British media out¬
lets regularly report losses because they
operate from the assumption that profit
is not the point.
And that attitude pays dividends in
terms of keeping the British govern¬
ment honest. The British Broadcast¬
ing Corporation, though accountable
to Parliament for funding and renewal
of its charter, is able to scrutinize the
government much more closely than
any American outlet would ever dare.

It was the BBC, for example, that first
reported that Tony Blair’s government
had “sexed up” the intelligence on po¬
tential weapons of mass destruction in
Iraq sold tt> Parliament and Congress
in the run up to the Iraq war. In the
wake of that report by Andrew Gilligan,
a row developed between the Govern¬
ment and the BBC that resulted in the
resignations of Gilligan, BBC Chairman
Gavyn Davies and Director-General
Greg Dyke. The entire affair makes it
clear that the BBC is not in the back
pocket of the sitting government; the
same cannot be said for the reporting
done by American media outlets before
the Iraq war (Some of the fine details in
Gilligan’s report could not be substanti¬
ated but the attack on the credibility of
the government’s case has since been
proved and was stronger than anything
reported in the American media at the
time).
Most Americans also believe that the
American press is more “objective” than
their British cousins. British papers, for
example, are notorious for wearing their
biases on their mastheads. The Daily
Telegraph is mockingly called The Torygraph, owing to its staunch support
of British conservatism; The Sun and
The Daily Mail are full of reactionary,
anti-European Union, anti-immigrant
screed. But, it is also true that Ameri¬
can media outlets have biases and that
those biases can be found in the report¬
ing. Objective reporting can never re¬
ally exist since people only experience
the world from a subjective point of
view. What may be true is that Ameri¬
can journalism may be more contextual
than British journalism but the volume
of reporting by the British press done
on any given story means that all sides
of an issue generally get their say.
Most fundamentally, it is important
to realize that British print journalism
serves a different function than does
American print journalism. Newspa¬
pers, apart from the so-called “quality
dailies” like The Guardian and The Tele¬
graph, are read for entertainment while
television and radio news is regarded
as more factually accurate. OfCom, the
UK’s independent communications in¬
dustry regulator, regularly fines outlets
caught sexing up a story, so television
news is regarded as a fairly accurate
source of information. You won’t find
the screaming talking heads of CNN and
MSNBC in Britain; that sort of lowbrow
discussion is left for the op-ed pages.
This is not to say that there aren’t
problems with British journalism. There
are many, and a new book, “Flat Earth
News” by Nick Davies, goes through
all of them. Still, before we go giving
British journalists a lecture about their
supposed lack of ethics, it may be time
to step back and check out where our
own are and appreciate what the ben¬
efits of an antagonistic and rambunc¬
tious press can be. Somewhere at the
bottom of the shareholder dustbin, the
journalism of Edward R. Murrow lies,
and that’s no good thing for American
journalistic ethics.
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Letters to the Editor
In Defense of" Delusional" Obama Supporters
To the Editor:
Sadness. That was my first re¬
sponse to Fabio Periera's column, “Why
Obama Supporters are Delusional.” I
was sad not because of its inaccura¬
cies and distortions, but because he
insulted the intelligence of over 200 of
his fellow students who supported the
Senator at the Maine caucuses and the
over 13 million who already voted for
him. He chastised us as “delusional,”
“foolish,” and for drinking the “KoolAid.” I am sad that a fellow Batesie
would viciously attack the intelligence
of his fellow students. I thought that I
went to a school where we respected
people and if we disagreed, did so re¬
spectfully. I guess I was wrong, at least
when it comes to this column. That is
why I extend an offer of a conversa¬
tion with you, Fabio Periera, to discuss
why I believe I am not delusional or
foolish or a follower of a modern day
Jim Jones.
But in the interests of the whole
Bates community I will summarize my
disagreements witfi a few of the points
in Periera’s column. First, the idea that

Barack Obama’s campaign actually
started the race-baiting is inaccurate.
For example, Clinton supporter Bob
Johnson compared Barack Obama to
Sydney Poitier in “Guess Who’s Com¬
ing to Dinner” and brought up Obama's
past cocaine use while he shared a
stage with Senator Clinton. Race-bait¬
ing? I think so. During this campaign
event she failed to challenge these di¬
visive statements. Though I should say
that I do not think that Senator Hillary
Clinton purposely race-baited.
Next, Periera said that Barack
Obama did not pass any legislation
until his last year in the State Senate.
This is inaccurate, and Spivak’s article
never says that Obama only passed
legislation in his final year. Periera next
accused Obama of being a plagiarist.
I recommend consulting a dictionary
because plagiarism requires the other
party not to give permission. (Which
Deval Patrick did, being his national
co-chair.)
I know that Obama,is not perfect,
is not Jesus Christ come again and is
not going to save America. Instead I
support Senator Obama for President

because I have examined his actions
and words and found them remark¬
able. He has shown his merit through
a lifetime of work, from choosing the
streets of Chicago over a corporate
law firm, to not accepting money from
PACs and special interests, to pass¬
ing groundbreaking ethics reform in
the Illinois and United States Senates,
to gaining the support of renowned
senators like Senator Kennedy and
the Republican who dares to hope
again. It is his record, judgment and
his promise, a promise of change
and hope that he has exhibited in
his legislative record, campaign, and
throughout his life that demonstrate
his ability. In Obama I see a person
who has already united people across
the political spectrum, lived his words
in his work, and shown the judgment
to lead by opposing a war that should
have never been authorized. That is
why I support Senator Obama
Henry Parker TO
Chapter Coordinator
Bates Students for Barack Obama

The Darker Side of Hugo Chavez
BLAISE LUCEY
STAFF WRITER

Just a few days ago, Rafael Correa,
the president of Ecuador, and Alvaro
Uribe, the president of Colombia, met
to settle the tension between their two
countries. Last week, Colombia “vio¬
lated” Ecuador’s sovereignty by send¬
ing troops over the border to deal with
FARC rebels, a revolutionary movement
that is known as a terrorist organization
throughout the Americas and the Euro¬
pean Union.
The Colombian forces killed a se¬
nior commander in FARC, one Raul
Reyes, and recovered a laptop that had
very intriguing files on it. One of these
documents showed that FARC was seek¬
ing uranium to make a dirty radioactive
bomb and Colombia also declared that
information obtained from the laptop in¬
dicated that Venezuela’s president, Hugo
Chavez, had given $300 million to FARC
(Colombia has since said that they plan
to charge him in the International Crime
Court).
When this began, Chavez promptly
sent troops to the Venezuela-Colombia
border, withdrew the Venezuelan am¬
bassador, and started issuing threats,
along with statements that Colombia
was the “Israel of Latin America,” a proxy
for America’s ambitions. He even held a
moment of silence for Raul Reyes.
When Ecuador and Colombia agreed
that a violation of sovereignty was un¬
derstandable in the war against terror¬
ism, I was somewhat surprised at the

suddenness of the resolution. The fact
is that Ecuador shouldn’t be the concern
here, Venezuela should be the concern.
Venezuela was angrier than Ecuador and
they weren’t even involved.
Chavez funded a group widely rec¬
ognized as terrorists. FARC is a threat
to the Colombian government. Chavez
leapt at the chance to isolate Colombia
from Latin America, solely because it is
America’s closet ally in the region. It is
clear that he is trying to surreptitiously
bring it down and is simply looking for
an excuse to rally others to his cause.
Now, I previously found Chavez’s
charisma infective and disarming. Sure,
he was maniacally anti-Bush, but who
isn’t nowadays? The problem is that
there is a big difference between antiAmerica, which deals with the policy,
and anti-American, which deals with
the people. We face the same problem
when trying to classify Iran’s president,
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad. Does he hate
America’s present ideals or does he hate
America’s people unconditionally?
We’ve come to a point where Bush
is the scapegoat for all the weaknesses
of our international relations. This view
is naive. If Chavez has been proven to
be a moral and financial supporter of
terrorists trying to detonate radioactive
bombs in Colombia, how deep does his
hatred run? Colombian troops accompa¬
nied Americans in the Korean War. Our
alliance is very old and I don’t think
Chavez has overlooked this.
There are two ways to classify his
tactics. He is either acting as a liberator

of Latin America by trying to bomb away
the fetters of American influence, or he
is acting as a crusader for justice whose
ultimate goal is to change America itself.
The latter would obviously be the more
threatening case, but both are tactics that
will involve the overthrow of the Colom¬
bian government, which currently re¬
ceives $600 million a year from America.
Is Chavez himself a terrorist?
Let’s reserve our outrage for a sec¬
ond. Why do we send Colombia that
much money? To fight the drug trade
(FARC gets most of its money from co¬
caine) and to combat the rebel forces.
Are we trying to exert our influence into
Latin America through Colombia? It can
certainly be viewed that way. Chavez is a
notorious socialist and America wouldn’t
like that at all, especially when he tries
to do things like remove the limit of
terms a Venezuelan president is allowed
to serve.
By removing the blinders of nation¬
alism, nothing is ever black and white.
The Iraq War especially has made coun¬
tries start building fortifications against
America’s imperialism, which is un¬
derstandable. However, my sympathy
wanes when other governments fund
terrorists with money for highly danger¬
ous bombs. Tire question for Chavez is
the same for Ahmadinejad: if he does
have a radioactive or nuclear weapon,
would he keep it for protection or would
he use it?
(Source: “Colombia Is Flashpoint in
Chavez’s Feud With U.S.,” nytimes.com)

Bringing the Date Back to Bates
MARIAM ALAM
ASSISTANT FORUM
EDITOR

On a visit to the
South over February
break, I was astonished
to find how truly strik¬
ing the disparities are between Northern
and Southern life. Bom and raised in
New England, I have never really en¬
countered the Southern lifestyle except
on the occasional visit to Florida, during
which I spent most of my time with my
decidedly Northern family. But while vis¬
iting a friend at a college similar to the
NESCAC schools we know so well, I got
a true taste of Southern life, particularly
Southern college life, and came across
some differences that I did not altogether
expect prior to my visit.
I was particularly amazed at the con¬
trast between the dating scenes in the
South and the North. More specifically, I
found myself surprised that some college
students actually date. Of course, we all
have friends who are in relationships. But
looking at my group of friends here at
Bates, I can honestly say that I am only
friends with two or three couples on
campus, and have maybe one friend in a
long distance relationship.
While these relationships tend to
be quite serious, there seem to be very
few, if any, Bates students who are just
casually dating. We all know of, or have
been in, that “practically dating situa¬
tion” - that awkward transitional phase
between hooking up and a serious rela¬
tionship. But when was the last time you
were asked out on an actual dinner and
a movie date, or did the asking yourself?
My guess would be that many, like my¬
self, can only remember one or two of
those slightly uncomfortable but exciting
first dates, or more likely, none at all.

In comparison, nearly all of the col¬
lege students I met on my trip to the
South were in a relationship. Of my
friend’s group of close friends, five out of
eight were dating someone on campus.
Not hooking up. Dating. In many cases,
even Facebook specified their off-themarket status. And no, not the infamous
“it’s complicated” or “in an open relation¬
ship.” Our southern counterparts were
in real, honest-to-goodness, Facebookofficial relationships. While one or two
of these couples I came across were of
the serious, long-term nature we are fa¬
miliar with here in the North, the majority
of these relationships were pretty casual.
Many of the relationships had just started
and largely involved going out to dinner
together and holding hands while walk¬
ing across campus. Talking with the guys
I met or had met on previous trips, I lis¬
tened to many of them struggle with the
prospect of asking out their crush.
So why does Bates not date? Perhaps
this discrepancy has a cultural basis. As
a typically more conservative society, tire
South seems to elicit more traditional
behavior. To be sure, the treatment that
women receive on a day-to-day basis is
characteristic of an older society - the
Southern gentleman places the female
on a pedestal, holding doors, demurely
crooning “ma’am,” and acting in a gen¬
erally courteous manner. This attitude
toward women, and the largely more
conservative background of the South,
appears to translate into romantic rela¬
tionships. Similarly, the North’s more lib¬
eral background seems to lead to “free
love” reminiscent of our parents’ college
days. Perhaps our interest in a more sex¬
ually-based relationship reflects our more
relaxed social mores and our disbelief
in the utility of the Southern pretense of
interpersonal respect through the dating
ritual.
Or maybe it is just a function of loca¬

tion. Down South, a stroll down the street
to a nice little cafe is no big deal. But
hiking through the mounds of snow and
slipping on ice in front of the girl you are
trying to impress probably sounds less
than ideal to most guys on our campus.
The small town that was home to the col¬
lege I visited over break provided ample
opportunity for the interested dater, with
a little coffee shop and a variety of restau¬
rants five minutes from campus. Maybe
our problem lies in the fact that many of
Lewiston’s restaurants and activities can¬
not be easily walked to from campus.
But whatever the reason for this dif¬
ference in the dating scene, it does seem
to be there. While many college students
enjoy the freedom of open relationships
and hookup buddies, what harm can a
little dinner before sex do? Although guys
are probably a little opposed to the idea
of having to treat a girl to a meal in one
of Lewiston’s fine dining establishments,
I am sure that most girls would not com¬
plain to a few romantic evenings out on
the town. And, at the very least, even if
the date doesn’t go smoothly, at least you
have avoided one of those awkward onenight-stands with someone who you later
find out you cannot stand. Or maybe a
few dates will eventually turn you into a
part of that infamous tour guide statistic
- that ever-increasing percentage of Bates
alums who end up married.
What harm can it do to let that cute
girl in your English class know you like
her? And how about, instead of drunkenly hooking up with your next-door
neighbor, you work your moves on him
across the dinner table? Come on guys,
remember that old arm around the shoul¬
der trick from the movies? Why not see if
it actually works? I think I speak for many
girls out there, and perhaps one or two of
you romantic guys, in saying let’s warm
up this Maine winter and bring the date
back to Bates.
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Our Senior Gift was Taken, I Want It Back
TOM FLANAGAN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The Senior Gift changed this
year, and not for the better. In fact, I
think the new policy is terrible, es¬
pecially because we had no say in
it. For anyone who isn’t familiar with the process,
I’ll catch you up.
In the past, seniors nominated ideas for gifts
their class could donate to Bates, which were usu¬
ally some items or services that they felt campus
was lacking. The class then voted and raised money
to pay for the winning nominee. Our class is the
first to have our choice of a gift taken away. Begin¬
ning this year, and from now on, the Senior Gift will
simply go directly into the Bates Fund.
A few different reasons have been offered for
this change. For one, past classes have had a tough
time agreeing on a gift and the voting is often widely
split. Even worse, many seniors refused to donate if
the nominee they supported didn’t win. For this
reason, the Class of 2004 is apparently still
trying to raise money for a bobcat statue.
The other main reason that’s been giv¬
en for the change is the low levels of giving
among recent Bates grads. The idea is that if
we begin giving to the Bates Fund now, be¬
fore we graduate, it will get us used to the
process and ensure that we get into the habit
of giving consistently.
I really can’t get behind any of this logic.
As far as us not agreeing on a gift, I think
the key is simply coming up with some fea¬
sible and relatively inexpensive suggestions
and getting those who propose them to do
some good salesmanship and rally the class
behind them.
A giant bobcat statue would be cool,
but where exactly do you get a giant bob¬
cat statue? I can’t imagine they’re very
cheap or easily attainable. What about 10
new computers for Ladd, though? We all com¬
plain about how tough it is to find an open one
come exam week, and with educational discounts
we could get a handful of desktops without much
trouble at all. If we made serious moves, we could
probably get a few on campus in time for this se¬
mester’s finals crunch.
Now, this isn’t my suggestion for what we should
do (that comes later) but it’s an example of an idea
that’s practical, attainable and addresses a very spe¬
cific need. If we’re trying to raise money for some
artisan to whittle a giant bobcat out of solid garnet,
then of course it’s going to run into problems.
I feel that the main issue is the relative impact
of our donation, because very few of us have a ton
of money to donate at this stage of our lives. Best
case scenario, we’re raising somewhere between
$5,000 and $10,000. In the great scheme of college
endowments, our donation is going to be a drop
in the bucket; even if we raised $10,000, throwing
it on top of a Bates Fund that is measurable in the
tens of millions is a joke. It will take a great deal of
work on the part of the Senior Gift Committee to
pull together whatever funds we manage to raise,
and I think it’d be foolish to toss that money into the
Bates Fund where it will have a negligible impact.
On die other hand, if we picked a much smaller
battle to throw our donation toward, we could really

make a difference. That battle could be something
practical here on campus like adding computers,
but it could also be something far more meaning¬
ful and lasting that reached beyond the borders of
campus. And to be honest, I feel that the whole
concept of the Senior Gift has been thrown out the
window since we, the seniors, have been given no
say in where it will go, so I really don’t caw whether
our donation stays on campus or not.
It warrants mentioning that various oiganizations and individuals are willing to match whatever
donation we make to the Bates Fund, which is sup¬
posed to be additional incentive for us to leroute
our Senior Gift in this way. But here’s my question:
if these organizations and individuals are willing to
donate so much to the Bates Fund to match our
donation, what would they do with that money
if we donated elsewhere? Buy a car?
Donate to Bowdoin? I really
don’t understand and
I would hate to see a
conditional donation

do for the rest of our lives), or the class that began
the tradition of choosing to leave a parting gift with
one charitable organization in our community, one
that will surely appreciate and make great use of it?
We’ve lived here for four years, and we haven’t al¬
ways been the most gracious guests. Here we have
an opportunity to possibly start a tradition of giving
back to our community that following classes can
carry on for years. Isn’t that more exciting than mak¬
ing our first of many donations to the Bates Fund
and simply calling it our Senior Gift?
Bates is a generous donor to the Lewiston/Au¬
bum community, from food donations to a wide
range of service learning projects and opening its
doors for a variety of lectures, readings and con¬
ceits. Individually, many Bates students also do a
great deal for the community working through a va¬
riety of school-sponsoredor independent programs.
But has a class ever made a collective gesture
like this, echoing our school’s charitable tra¬
dition and also starting one of our own? Not
that I know of.
I am recommending all of this without even
addressing the peculiar timing of the Senior Gift
suddenly being redirected to the Bates Fund,
without our input or consent, at a point
in time where concerns over our
relatively small endowment seem
more urgent than ever. I am assum¬
to
ing that the Senior Gift isn’t being hi¬
jacked to supplement the lagging do¬
n
nations from recent grads. However,
I’m'still
not on board.
ktTwfyi'
I am really serious about this, and
I hope any of my classmates who read
this will agree with me. This won’t be
difficult to organize, and I will gladly
speak with anyone who feels that his
or her $25 would be wasted on an L/A
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charity. Here's the best part: if you’re
• hold the Senior Gift hostage. It’s our gift, we
hell-bent on giving to the Bates Fund, you still can
~ can do with it whatever we want.
- you can give to the Bates Fund for the rest of
So, here’s my proposal: let’s agree, for all
your life, and I’m sure that you’ll consistently get
the reasons above, to do away with the old
friendly phone calls reminding you of that fact,
Senior Gift tradition, but also to say “no, thanks” to
probably starting June 1. This is our one chance to
the prospect of giving our relatively measly dona¬
do something different, though, to start a tradition
tion to the Bates Fund where it would make no
that’s in line with our values and says thank you to
genuine impact (and please spare me the every dol¬
a community that has dealt with our shenanigans
lar helps argument, because in this context, it really
for four years. I’m sure that we could work through
doesn’t add up; we don’t want to shoot for a moral
the Harward Center to get whatever guidance and
victory with our Senior Gift). Instead of ideas for
assistance we'll need.
things we’d like to see on campus, let’s nominate
Remember that the Senior Gift is ours and we
charitable organizations in the Lewiston/Aubum
ultimately decide whether or not to donate, how
community that we feel could best use our dona¬
much to donate and where that donation should go.
tion. I’m sure that those among us who have spent
If we decide that we don’t like the current system,
the last four years heavily invested in service learn¬
it’s completely within our power to change it. And
ing and community outreach through the Harward
if we’re not allowed to change it, we can simply
Center will have plenty of great suggestions. If we
donate nothing. Let’s not boycott, but let’s also not
can’t agree on something for ourselves, I think we’ll
roll over and cut a check for the Bates Fund just
have a much easier time agreeing on doing some¬
because we’ve been told that we should. I’d rather
thing for others. Which do you think would appre¬
take over the payments for the Class of 2004’s bob¬
ciate a $5,000 donation more, the Bates Fund or a
cat statue, or whittle the damn thing myself.
local soup kitchen or food pantry? The place where
$5,000 wouldn’t even represent a blip on the radar,
or the place where $5,000 could represent one of
the biggest donations they receive this year?
The Senior Gift is an opportunity for our gradu¬
ating class to collectively make a statement of what
we’d like our legacy on campus to be. Do you want
to be the class that began the tradition of giving to
Take advantage of that initial
the Bates Fund (which we can and hopefully will
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The question you’re sup¬
posed to ask yourself every so
often is: if my life were made
into a book, would anyone
read it? Well, no one really
reads books anymore, but the
same question works for film: if my life were made
into a movie, would anyone watch it?
In terms of my life, I think the answer is a de¬
finitive “maybe.” Some parts of my life are visually
interesting, while others are incredibly dull. A lot of
it would be me sitting places and not saying any¬
thing, perhaps reading a book or watching my Conan
O’Brien tapes.
Looking back at the end of my college experi¬
ence, I keep looking back and thinking about the
narrative arc of my four years. Maybe it’s the screen¬
writing class I took last semester, but all I can think
about is how my college career is, academically
speaking, ending perfectly.
Right now, I’m reading Nietzsche’s “Thus Spoke
Zarathustra.” The symbolism of reading this book
close to graduation is too much to handle. From my
limited knowledge, Nietzsche questions the history
of Western thought. This can be seen as anti-phi¬
losophy, or the end of metaphysics as we know it.
(I’m aware of the problem of summarizing a text and
condensing it down to one identifiable idea, but isn’t
that similar to putting in four years and leaving with
a little piece of paper? That certificate is the ticket to
show employers. “Here it is. I did it. And I can prove
it.")
At this point, my naive conception of Nietzsche’s
book is that one realizes the inadequacies of western
thought and begins a new pursuit. The symbolism is
fitting for someone who is ending his own academic
career and putting knowledge to some type of use in
the world. And that’s what I’m supposed to do.
What’s more, freshman year I read Plato’s “Re¬
public,” learning about the ultimate good and the
truth - the very beginning of western philosophy. I
started with the beginning of western thought and
finished with an end-point. It’s symbolic. It’s fitting. I
couldn’t have planned it better.
In a strange way, while reading Nietzsche I am

. 30,000
Amount, in dollars, that a thrift store work¬
er found and returned. The money was found
by Barbarita Nunez in a small box of donated
clothes. The envelope of cash belonged to the
family donating the clothes. The family gave
Nunez a cash reward.
106,700,000,000
Amount, in dollars, that the Internal Revenue
Service has already refunded on 2007 tax returns.
46,900,000 tax payers have filed their tax returns
thus far and 38,000,000 have done it electroni¬
cally.
5.2
Length, in inches, of the world's longest ear
hair. Radhakant Bajpa of India can make two
small pony tails out of the hair from his two ears.
The record was confirmed by the Guinness Book
of World Records.
12,000,000,000

Amount, in dollars, that the Iraq War costs
per month in 2008, according to a recent study.
The study, conducted by Nobei Prize-winning
economist Joseph E, Stiglitz and co-author Linda
J. Bilmes, projects the war to cost another $1.7 to
$2.7 trillion by 2017. The study says the interest
on borrowed money alone could cost $816 bil¬
lion, if their 2017 projections are correct.
108
Price, in dollars, that a barrel of oil now costs,
reaching a record high. Reasons for the increas¬
ing price include the high demand for oil and the
continuing decline of the value of the dollar.
26
Average amount, in cents, that a gallon of gas
has risen in the past month, according to AAA.
Tire average amount of a gallon of gas is $3,222,
only one cent away from the record high. Experts
say the price will close in on $4 before it falls
again in the spring. Oil prices account for 80 per¬
cent of the price of gas.
1

Number of days included on a minor league
baseball contract that Billy Crytal recently signed.
The 59-year-oid comedian signed with the New
York Yankees and is a Yankees fan.
cnn.com, ananova.com, time.com, bbc.co/uk,
espn.com

Hot Tips for Conquering Procrastination

It.

rush of enthusiasm.

A Nietzschean Look at
an Academic Career
JOHN MILEY
MANAGING FORUM EDITOR
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unlearning everything I learned from my early col¬
lege career and starting over again. At the very least,
I’m learning to question everything I’ve learned. Not
only is this upsetting, it’s a mind-boggling process,
this pursuit of knowledge.
I’ve reached an end. There must be destruction
before creation can ensue. Maybe I’ve been read¬
ing too much Nietzsche, like the boy in Little Miss
Sunshine. The ultimate irony is that I haven’t even
finished the book so I don’t know what the hell I’m
talking about. But the more I move forward, the more
I think that no one really knows what the hell Nietz¬
sche was trying to say. I mean this on a deep, preten¬
tious level.
I’ve often questioned how much college is cost¬
ing, if it’s worth it, and what you ultimately get out of
it. I think the more you learn the more you see the
interconnectedness of things - which makes sense
because, except certain electrons in lab experiments,
things rarely exist in a vacuum. This is why I can
examine my career, or any college career, using the
idea of a narrative arc. Perhaps it’s all hindsight and
I’m thinking too much. But isn’t that all we do in aca¬
demia? Looking for tilings beyond that aren’t really
there in the first place?
We look because it means something to us. Read¬
ing Nietzsche is especially significant because of the
symbolism -1 look into the future, realizing how little
I know, or even that I know nothing. It’s sort of scary.
I have to figure out what skills I have and where
they can be applied into our heartwarming capitalist
system. I need to get paid because I can only live at
home for so many years.
How much is an hour of my time worth? With a
recession looming, probably less than I would want.
I say, probably 400 dollars. Is that too much? I made
$8.75 an hour this summer, but I’ve learned a lot
since then. However, as I am in the processing of
unlearning (in a sense) some of that knowledge is
coming into question.
So it’s not so much about coming to grips with
the end, it’s about figuring out what to do with a new
beginning. I think the end is realizing that I hardly
know anything and accepting that fact.
I have changed stances on issues, unlearned
things I thought I knew, and grasped desperately
for the knowledge I wanted when I started. Maybe I
don’t know anything, but I am getting more comfort¬
able with it. How much is that worth? I’m accepting
job offers, people. And the search continues.

When you first get an assignment and it’s
fresh in your mind, start right in. When you get
something done, even if you lose momentum, it’s
easier to get back to the task. Having it partly
done makes it less overwhelming.
Practice structured procrastina¬
tion.

Find something you want to do even less, and
plan to do it when you should be writing your pa¬
per. That way, you can write the paper as a way
to put off the less desirable task (some people
find planning to do laundry works well.). ;

3

• Try to figure out why you
procrastinate.

Experts suggest there are two main types.
“Tense” procrastinators ate perfectionists. For this
group, procrastination is motivated by the fear
that they will not live up to their own expecta¬

tions. “Relaxed” procrastinators tend to be self-in¬
dulgent and procrastinate because they prioritize
fun over work. Sometimes simply realizing what
is at the root of your procrastination allows you
to address it.

0 Establish a writing routine.
Find a time and place that you like to write.
Some people even have writing shirts or hats they
wear to help them get in the zone.

S^ 0 Use a calendar.
You can download a free calendar at CalendarsThatWork.com and dedicate it to a specific
assignment. Break the assignment into parts and
write these incremental deadlines on the calen¬
dar. Hang the calendar up where you see it all thd
time (do not underestimate the power of guilt).
Give yourself a false final deadline of a day or two
before the paper is really due. You can also make
an appointment at the Writing Workshop as a way
to give yourself an incremental deadline
-Pat Hager, Interim Director of The Writing
Workshop
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Clocks jump forward
an hour

Can Daylight Savings
Time get me a Dean's
excuse?

Short term registration
ends on Friday

Hurry up and decide
which class you'll be
skipping this May.

Flooding in basements

Democratic nominee
destined to be decided
at Convention

j,

Changing a load of
laundry? Grab your
galoshes!
Hell in the Cell,
Ladder Match,
Buried Alive Match;
the possibilities are
endless.
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Professor Documents
Labors of Lewiston's Past
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"Measure" Entertains but Struggles in Setting, Delivery

SARAH DUNN
MANAGING ARTS & LIVING EDITOR

Surrounded by abandoned mills and
other remnants of an urban industrial
past, one can’t help but wonder at the
rich commercial history of the Lewiston
Auburn area. A viewing of the docu¬
mentary “Roughing the Uppers, The
Great Shoe Strike of 1937” last Thurs¬
day night reflected the increased efforts
of Bates and the community to address
and honor the place we inhabit.
The event was hosted by Museum
l/A as a part of their “Voices” lecture
series. The museum dedicates itself to
preserving and commemorating the his¬
tory of Lewiston/Auburn workers and
the Industrial Revolution, recognizing
Lewiston/Auburn’s history as a hub of
the manufacturing world.
In Professor David Scobey’s intro¬
duction of the film, he explained that
the industrial community became an
unequal, harsh and volatile force of so¬
ciety. The film and the history it cap¬
tures represent “not only the importance
of class and equality, but people’s sense
of social class as part of their own iden¬
tities, the common working identity be¬
hind people at the core,” said Scobey.
The film “Roughing the Uppers,”
created by the late Bates Professor
Robert Branham and Bates alumn Lyn
Francoeur and William Suris, features
interviews with Maine historians and
Lewiston/Aubum residents. The docu¬
mentary, narrated by a Bates student,
employs a rustic lens in its retelling. Bra¬
nham used two VCR’s - now deemed
antiquated technology - to splice the
footage.
Initially the film presents footage of
bustling and burgeoning shoe factories,
accompanied by the community’s palpa¬
ble fervor for new labor opportunities.
However, this ardor quickly fades as the
great depression and economic degra¬
dation ensue. The film quickly turns to
a harsh depiction of an unjust, exploit¬
ative corporate world. The interviews
provide horrific anecdotes of employee
suffering and managerial mistreatment.
“Roughing the Uppers” addresses not
only employer exploitation, but gender
inequality and racial conflicts, referenc¬
ing the growing Franco-American popu¬
lation of the 1930s.
The bridge which connects Lewiston
to Auburn is used as a focal point for
the movie’s retelling of the labor strike.
The back-and-forth movement across
the bridge is used to depict the struggle
of the strikers as they attempt to cross it
to reach the factories and their owners
but are hindered by police blockades.
As Scobey relayed, the movie accu¬
rately portrays the nature of labor con_See FILMING, page 6

Asian Dance Workshop
Begins Week of
Musical Exploration
ANDREW WILCOX
ASSISTANT ARTS & LIVING EDITOR

Upon entering the Muskie Archives, a
young, very small Indian boy threw out
his hand and announced, “My name is
Karhthik, K-A-R-H-T-H-I-K. Don’t forget
the H after the R.” He proceeded to vi¬
vaciously introduce people to each other
and when asked his age, he put up an
innocent four fingers. It was clear that this
child belonged to a very special group of
people.
We landed on a jackpot of cultural au¬
thenticity in Bates’ decision to invite Aniruddha Knight and his ensemble of South
Indian musicians to World Music Week. It
was part of Knight’s “From the Heart of a
Tradition” tour. The group, many of whom
are members of the most esteemed family
of Indian Bharata Natyam musicians and
dancers, gave a lecture and short demon¬
stration Wednesday night in the Muskie
Archives.
The traditional styles of music and
dancing in matrilineal Indian households
once suffered a suffocating oppression.
Historically, the art was performed by dif¬
ferent families, each one fostering a distin¬
guished, personal style. Bharata Natyam
is derived from the one matrilineal family
of music and dance that survived oppres¬
sion and continues to reach modem gen¬
erations - the family T. Balasaraswati, of
whom Knight is the grandson.
There are two forms of the dance: one
rhythmic and one lyrical. They are each
rooted deeply in spirituality and a love for
artistic expression.
Aniruddha Knight is an internationally
distinguished Bharata Natyam dancer. His
ensemble of five musicians, three women
and two men, reveal a deeply connected
passion and unity in their performance.
The individual pieces, based around ragas
See WORLD MUSIC WEEK, page 6

FABIO PERIERA
STAFF WRITER

Entering Schaeffer Theater, flyers
advertising “Mistress Overdone’s ‘Hot
House’” were pressed into the hands of
the audience as they sat down. The
theater walls were covered in graffiti
and cast members, dressed in their fin¬
est pleather, were shouting at audience
members to “turn off their (Cheneyapproved expletive) cell phones.” This
production of William Shakespeare’s
“Measure for Measure” finds itself in¬
spired by 1970s New York, where vice
and crime ruled the streets.
This is Giuliani Shakespeare, a
characterization that fits not only the
production but also the reactionary
interpretation of the play itself. “Mea¬
sure for Measure” is a difficult text to
produce, in part because its discussion
of issues of class, sex and crime is not
fully resolved by the play’s end. As the
play opens, we see the Duke of Vienna
handing over authority to his deputy,
Angelo, while he ostensibly skips town.
Instead, the Duke pretends to be a friar
to see how his subjects live and how
Angelo governs in his absence. Angelo
begins a zero-tolerance crackdown, rid¬
ding the city of vice and condemning
young nobleman Claudio to death for
fornication. His sister Isabella, a novice
nun, pleads with Angelo to spare her
brother’s life and Angelo says he will
if Isabella will sleep with him. Mean¬
while, the disguised Duke aids Isabella
while trying to expose Angelo as a hyp¬
ocrite.
The flexibility of the text lends itself
to wide interpretation. For example,
a version of the play I saw in 2006 at
the Royal National Theatre in London
by Complicite set “Measure for Mea¬
sure” in modern times - with Angelo
as a George W. Bush-type figure carting
off innocents to Guantanamo Bay - to
great effect, in part because the produc¬
tion embraced the text’s ambiguities re¬
garding crime and punishment.
Director Martin Andrucki’s produc-
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The New Yorkers accused of immoral living look on as the Duke returns to address them.

tion eschews ambiguity in the charac¬
ters, and most obviously in the play’s
resolution, and sets up a false dichot¬
omy: societies are either lawless and
licentious or legalistic and chaste. The
lines delivered in Claudio’s defense
point toward Shakespeare’s happy me¬
dium, a lawful society that recognizes
the need for second chances and a ju¬
dicious application of the law that rec¬
ognizes context and is not pointlessly
punitive.
The setting creates problems for the
play, as well. Thick New York accents
impede an understanding of the rela¬
tive class backgrounds of the charac¬
ters. Lucio, for instance, is reduced to a
Bridge-and-Tunnel disco boy, whereas
in the text he is distinctly upper class;
if this really were New York, he would
be a posh Upper East Sider, slumming
it but aware of his background.
Line delivery is a problem through¬
out the play. Actors unfamiliar with the

rhythms of iambic pentameter misplace
stresses and pauses in their characters’
speeches, often pausing at the end of
lines instead of where is indicated by
punctuation. Every sex joke - and I
mean every sex joke - is exploited with
finger-in-the-hole hand gestures or pel¬
vic thrusts far beyond their comedic
value.
Generally speaking, the actors
struggle to enliven the text beyond
one-note renditions. Isabella’s charac¬
ter, for instance, is undeveloped; it is
never made clear why she is desirable
to Angelo. Her character’s sexuality is
central to the play, yet sophomore Marielle Vigneau-Britt’s performance shows
no indication of understanding this as¬
pect of Isabella’s character. If Isabella
is to be played as a prude, then fine,
but she should then dole out a sloppy
kiss to the Duke at the play’s end, or
should she return to the convent hav¬
ing struggled and succeeded in keeping

her virginity intact? The interpretation
of the play’s end feels awkward, not
only making light of the serious issues
raised in the play (it is not a matter for
thigh-slapping, spinning laughter) but
also for flying in the face of feminist
interpretations of the play regarding the
fate of Isabella’s character.
All of this is not to say that the play
is not entertaining. It is very much
so and the use of the space in Gan¬
nett Theatre is to be commended. The
tawdriness of the time is well conveyed.
Maggie McCally ’08 turns in a small, but
fantastic performance as Mistress Over¬
done. Escalus, played by Brian Pfohl,
the Assistant Instructor of Psychology,
is phenomenal throughout.
It is hard to imagine a student pro¬
duction of “Measure for Measure” being
able to handle all the issues raised in
the course of the play. Despite its prob¬
lems, this was a truly enjoyable effort.

Mountainous Portions of Mediocre Chinese
LAURA BAUGHMAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Located just walking distance away
from campus, Chopsticks may seem like
just another one of the many Chinese
restaurants that have sprung up in the
L/A area recently. However, Chopsticks
distinguishes itself from its competitors
by having been given the best area Chi¬
nese restaurant award since 1995 by the
Market Surveys of America. The restau¬
rant boasts its commitment to the use
of only the freshest ingredients and 100
percent vegetable oil in its cooking.
When I stepped into Chopsticks, I
could easily imagine why the restaurant
is held in such high esteem by its loyal
customers. Impeccably clean, the dining
area was spacious and adorned with in¬
teresting and tasteful ornamentation. My
friends and I were immediately seated
by our waitress and soothed by the tran¬
quil music playing in the background.
Chopsticks’ menu is so extensive that I
felt overwhelmed with the task of order¬
ing a variety of dishes that would give
a good representation of the restaurant’s
quality. Luckily I had four dining com¬
panions, and we sampled a variety of
fried, “healthy” and vegetarian cuisine.
Of course, we had to order the req-

uisite “Pu-Pu platter,” and while the cir¬
sticks prepares this fried favorite not in
cular dish came out heaped with a mix
thin crispy layers, but as one “pizza” that
measures about half an inch thick. What
of American-Chinese favorites, I was dis¬
appointed with most of its options. The
resulted were slightly soggy wedges that
needed to be bathed
beef teriyaki was
so tough that I
in ginger sauce to
gave up trying
retain any sort of fla¬
to eat it after just
vor. We also ordered
Bean Curd with Veg¬
a few laborious
etable Soup; this cre¬
bites. Deliciousation was a wonder¬
looking jumbo
shrimp
were
ful taste experience
covered in such
after the disappoint¬
a thick layer
ment of our Pu-Pu
platter. The soup
of greasy fried
came packed with
coating that the
shellfish lost all
37 Park St
generous chunks of
tofu and was filled
its delicate ap¬
Lewiston, ME 04240
peal. While the
with
incredibly
barbecue pork,
crispy vegetables, all
chicken wings and chicken fingers were
combined in a delicious broth.
of normal quality and tastiness, the egg
In general, I was impressed with
the entrees I sampled at Chopsticks. Its
rolls were remarkably flavorless. I was
fairly impressed with the crab rangoon.
sesame chicken dish consisted of a huge
portion of fried morsels smothered in
Although they lacked any actual crab
flavor, the cream cheese mixture was
a delicious sweet sauce. While not for
yummy and was in good proportion to
those watching their waistline, Chop¬
the fried coating.
sticks definitely produces a great rendi¬
We also ordered what Chopsticks
tion of this popular dish. The Moo Shu
strangely calls “Chinese Pizza" (known
chicken was also a success with its sur¬
to the rest of us as scallion pancakes).
prisingly abundant amount of chicken
I was disappointed to see that Chopmixed with crispy veggies. Wrapping

Chopsticks

this creation up with hoisin sauce in a
pancake was an other-wordly experi¬
ence. From the “healthy” section of the
menu came steamed chicken and broc¬
coli, which, while delicious, came with a
surprisingly large amount of sauce that
surely added more calories than those
healthy eaters might appreciate.
One thing that took away from the
great taste of our entrees was the unfor¬
tunate service we received at Chopsticks.
There was no time between when the
appetizers and the entrees were served,
which resulted in a slightly chaotic and
rushed dining experience that should
have been leisurely. Despite being some
of the only customers in the restaurant,
we felt hurried by a lingering waitress
who asked if we were finished while we
were still clearly eating our food. While
this may have just been a result of her
lack of experience, it definitely took
away from the enjoyable atmosphere of
the meal.
Chopsticks offers mountainous por¬
tions of delicious to mediocre AmericanChinese food at awesome prices. Expect
to pay about $5 for an appetizer and
$8-10 for an entree. If you’re looking
for a big cheap meal, make some room
in your fridge for leftovers and head to
Chopsticks.

Robinson Players Unite with
Public Theater to Entertain Youth
JEN MclNNIS
ASSISTANT ARTS & LIVING EDITOR

Theater, as a type of performing
arts, has been a medium for connect¬
ing people from all different back¬
grounds, actors and audience members
alike, for centuries. This spring, Bates’
student-run theater organization, The
Robinson Players, hopes to take this
tradition one step further by teaming
up with Lewiston/Auburn’s The Pub¬
lic Theatre in the upcoming months
to perform Judy Bloom’s “Tales of a
Fourth Grade Nothing” for local ele¬
mentary students in the L/A area.
In the past, The Robinson Players
have staged an annual children’s show,
called “Stages for all Ages,” for local
elementary students in the Schaeffer
Theater. However, they decided to try
something different this year, capitaliz¬
ing on a unique opportunity presented
to them by their faculty advisor, Bates
Theater Professor Katalin Vecsey.
“Professor Andrucki [Head of
the Bates Theater Department] is on

the Board of Directors at The Public
Theatre,” said Kolby Hume ’09, The
Robinson Players’ Outreach Director.
“He conveyed Christopher Schario’s
[the Artistic Director of The Public
Theatre] idea about a joint children’s
theater production between The Rob¬
inson Players and The Public Theatre
to our faculty advisor Professor Kata¬
lin Vecsey. During a Robinson Players
Board meeting, Kati presented the idea
to us, and of course we all agreed. It’s
such an exciting opportunity for our
student-run group to work with a pro¬
fessional theater here in Lewiston.”
“We’re very excited about col¬
laborating with Robinson Players on
this project. The Robinson Players are
very respected in the community for
the high quality of their productions.
The production will be directed by a
professional director provided by The
Public Theatre, who will collaborate
with a cast of actors comprised of
Bates College students. It’s a win-win
See STUDENT DRAMATISTS page 6

Commons

Who said the drinking dies down after college?
Professor: Sweater makers are making sweaters while the
beer people are doing God’s work.
Pettengill classroom

Why 60% of Bates students marry each other
Drunk male 1:1 am completely obsessed with her.
Drunk male 2: When did you meet?
Drunk male 1: About ten minutes ago.
Alumni walk

★
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Area Dancers Perform in Unique Setting
ELIZA REED
DEPUTY EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

As light trickled in through the elab¬
orate stained glass windows last Sunday
afternoon, the Franco American Heritage
Center hosted the third annual F.A.B.
(Franco American Heritage Center and
Bates College) Winter Dance Showcase.
In the unique setting of a de-consecrated Catholic church, a diverse collection
of dancers performed an eclectic sam¬
pling of dance forms ranging from tap
to modern dance.
The eight-piece show featured the
works of local dancers, including mem¬
bers of the Bates community as well
as visiting performers from the greater
New England area. It also showcased
the skills of two pianists who accompa¬
nied the dancers in a few of the pieces.
The highlight of the show was a
piece entitled “Thief” that was choreo¬
graphed and performed by the Port¬
land-based company, Sonar Dance. The
company was joined by Bates seniors
Emma Arenstam and Alissa Horowitz.
The piece was marked by the high en¬
ergy of the dancers and the power of
their collective movements. The piece
tackled the topic of conformity using
sound footage that stated, “we cannot
break free.” It was particularly provoca¬
tive, using metal chains and contorted
movements to emphasize the parasitic

power of the group over an individu¬
al. The nine-dancer piece is a work in
progress.
Horowitz and Arenstam, founders
of the dance company Jump Cannon
Collaborative, were joined by sopho¬
more Marlee Weinberg in “Climb.” The
trio choreographed and performed the
piece. The dancers complemented each
other nicely, employing lifts and part¬
nering to capture the attention of the
audience. The piece featured a video
projection that combined distorted and
toyed-with footage of the dancers’ pre¬
vious rehearsals as well as graphic tes¬
sellations. Sadly, the projection was not
set up properly, which detracted from
the overall impact of the piece.
The show closed with a piece cho¬
reographed and performed by Carol
Dilley, the Director of Dance at Bates,
and Jill Eng, a dance instructor in Port¬
land. The piece entitled “Bar Talk” was
augmented by a live piano performance
by Jim Parakilas, the chair of the Music
Department at Bates. In the piece, the
dancers made creative use of the piano
as an element of the stage, incorporat¬
ing Parakilas as a vital part of the act.
In her opening remarks, Dilley, a co¬
producer of the show, emphasized the
importance of linking dancers with the
audience. She emphasized that without
an audience, dance as a medium would
not exist. She exclaimed that this year’s

production of F.A.B. drew the biggest
audience to date.
The Franco American Heritage Cen¬
ter is housed in St. Mary’s Church in the
area of downtown Lewiston known as
Little Canada. St. Mary’s is a gorgeous
gothic church that was established in
1907 to serve the religious needs of the
growing Franco-American mill worker
population. In 2000, when the Catho¬
lic Diocese of Portland decided to close
St. Mary’s, the community formed the
Franco American Heritage Center as a
way to promote and preserve Lewiston’s
Franco-American heritage, including its
history, language £nd culture. One of
the missions of the Franco American
Heritage Center is to be a center for the
performing arts in Maine.
The Franco American Heritage Cen¬
ter has converted St. Mary’s into a true
concert hall with stadium seating and
sound and light technology. However,
it still retains the feel of a church with
its distinctive architecture: lofty ceilings,
impressive columns and colorful stained
glass windows. A number of the dances
took advantage of the unique setting,
utilizing the church's pillars and col¬
umns in their pieces.
The event was sponsored the Harward Center for Community Partner¬
ships at Bates, the Franco American
Heritage Center and the New England
Foundation for the Arts.

Step Up 2: A Survival Guide to the Streets
SCOTT PIERCE
STAFF WRITER

“Are you ready to step up?!” Um, I
guess. I am not sure I have ever really
“stepped up” before. Luckily and unsur¬
prisingly, my “Step Up” virgin status did
not affect my viewing its sequel. Jon M.
Chu’s “Step Up 2 the Streets” concerns it¬
self with a “shorty” who’s actually from
the streets - the delectable Andie (Briana
Evigan).
Andie is in a bit of a predicament.
Her guardian, Sarah, who has been taking
care of her since her mother died, is now
threatening to send her from Baltimore to
Texas because she is too much to handle.
She’s out all hours of the night, doing
who knows what (perhaps, shaking it?)
with her crew - the 410. Fortunately, for¬
mer step-upper Charming Tatum is able
to get the precocious misfit an interview
at the elite MSA Academy.
While a truly incredible opportunity,
Andie is unable to balance her life with
the 410 and school, which prompts the
leader of her crew to kick Andie out of
“the family.” Now, it seems as if Andie
does not fit in anywhere. Her profes¬
sor (an unintentionally hilarious actor by
the name of Will Kemp) believes her to
be too “street,” while her own crew now
sees her as too snobby at the upper crust
dance school.

Step Up 2 the Streets

Starring Briana Evignan
and Robert Hoffman

Enter Chase, the man to be Andie’s
source of inspiration - even though she’s
totally an independent woman and does
not need a man. Despite Andie’s inde¬
pendence, Chase is “not just a player, but
an all star,” which leads one to assume
a natural progression of events. It must
have something to do with his completely
vacant, hollow eyes... or his washboard
abs. Anyways, when Chase proclaims,
“they just hatin’ on you cause you dope,”
both Andie and Chase get the crazy idea
of forming their own “ill” crew consisting
of misunderstood social outcasts much

like themselves, who are totally eager to
get out on the streets, even though they
are completely new to the game. Con¬
flict: the 410 crew and Professor Bad Ac¬
tor are not having any of it. From mon¬
tage to montage, illuminated musically
by the likes of Missy ‘Misdemeanor’ Elliot
and Flo Rida, drama and dancing ensue.
All in all, I have learned several things
from this film. First, in order to duke it
out in “the streets,” one would need a
crew with whom to dance full force and
some street or intersection. While in the
movie, “dancing in the streets” actually
meant dancing in a club with floors that
turned into trampolines, and where a
loud-mouthed DJ provides inspirational
speeches. The speeches that show all
the clubbers and crews (read: haters) out
there that it is not about what you wear
or where you live or where you go to
school.
It’s about all of us stepping it up by
simply getting along and showing what
we’ve got with what we’ve been giv¬
en. This is done by crazy moneymaker
movements, dipping it low and picking
it up slow - although sometimes actually
pretty fast. Finally, this deep message is
conveyed by some good old fashioned
booty popping. With advice and exam¬
ples in tow, this film made me realize that
deep down inside, I really do not have to
question it - I have indeed stepped up.

A Bag for Every Outfit:
the Fashionista's Necessity
OLIVIA LIGGIO
STAFF WRITER

This is an open letter to all you non¬
purse carriers out there and to my one
friend in particular. You know who you
are:
Dear friend(s),
Remember that time we went to
the movie theaters and I had to stuff
your bag of chips, your can of root beer
and your gummy worms into my purse
because you do not carry a bag? Well,
I have news for you - a handbag is a
necessity in every woman’s life outside
of the Bates bubble. A simple wristlet
will not suffice as a purse to bring offcampus, and not only that, a bag is an
accessory that can make an outfit even
more fabulous than it hopefully already
is.
The only advice I can lend you is to
start your collection out with the basics.
You should have a purse that is not too
small, but large enough to fit the essen¬
tials and then some. A black shoulder
bag is a must. There is no need to get a
bag that is flashy with sparkles or one
that has purse charms. Go for some¬
thing that can be paired with anything.
After black, it is essential that you
own a brown bag. Now, I own more
purses than any normal person should,
but as you are a beginner in this whole
purse-world, I must not assume that
you understand why brown is the per¬
fect starter color. Brown is a good shade
to pair with anything that is not black.
It is perfect for warmer colors: yel¬
low, orange, and red. If you are wear¬
ing brown shoes, you must not carry
a black purse. I know, I know - you
have heard that you can pull off wear¬
ing brown and black together, and you
can, but accessories must always match.
Black shoes and a brown bag are an
absolute no. The next color you should
add to your basic collection is white.
A white purse for spring and summer,

can be paired with anything and always
adds to a warm weather look.
An absolute yes is pairing black
shoes with a great colored purse that
goes with your outfit. Color can be fun
and should definitely be the next step
after your black, brown and white ba¬
sics. A red purse is one you should keep
your eyes out for. I am always searching
for a great red bag while I’m out shop¬
ping. A bag that is unique and fun can
make a world of difference on a day
when you want to look exceptionally
fabulous.
Now you do not need to spend a
fortune on purses. One of my great¬
est purse finds has been this great bag
from “Le Targe”... (i.e. Target). It is a
slightly oversized bag that can double

as a throw all as well as a cute “oh my
god where did you get that purse” bag.
It is so much fun to carry around and
have people ask me if it is an Yves Saint
Laurent or some other designer’s bag
and watch their face when I tell them I
bought it at Target.
Do something different and find
a purse that you think is really great.
Match an outfit to the purse instead
of making the bag go with the outfit.
Reversing this dressing method really
changes your outfit perspective.
Friend(s), do all of us movie-going
purse-carriers a favor and buy yourself
a purse or two. Or in my case, about
40.
Sincerely,
Olivia

Bates Best Dressed
Week of March 10: Ashley Elysee '09
AMELIE HOPKINS
STAFF WRITER

What She’s Wearing: Tan cheetah-print car¬
digan, kelly-green dress, brown cinching belt,
black stockings and tan boots.
Why It Works: Elysee’s outfit is bold and
unafraid. Her dress creates a colorful foundation
which she builds upon with her cheetah print car¬
digan. Elysee says that she doesn’t consider her¬
self to have any one style perspective. “I like to
dress girly one day, then funky the next.” Elysee
is a devout fan of cheetah print, as she says “I feel
like putting cheetah print into any outfit makes it
dressier. Especially my cheetah print shoes - I put
those on and I really think it makes an outfit more
formal.” Her decision to wear her cinching belt
over both the dress and her cardigan prevents her
cardigan from making her look boxy and frumpy,
and instead creates a smooth and clean silhouette.
Even though all of the major pieces in Elysee’s
ensemble stand out, she provides a great example
of how to avoid looking over-styled by balancing
her dress’s bright color with the neutral colors
AMELIE HOPKINS/THE BATES STUDENT
of her cardigan and belt.

Horne Plays Southern
Blues with a Twist

The Village Club Series got a taste
of some southern hospitality last week
with the appearance of Atlanta native
Ryan Horne. When the avid songwriter
independently released his first album
back in 2001, “Second Door on the
Right,” he quickly earned him a follow¬
ing and much acclaim from critics. His
2003 release, “Sittin’ With the Maker,”
showcased his acoustic skills with 12
bare tracks. His third album, entitled
“Lost Highway,” is more of a mix of
beats, vocals and melodies.
All of his music is based off of ev¬
eryday life - experiences full of love,
loss, religion and everything in-be¬
tween. His songs originate from the
good times, the hard times and all his
journeys. Horne is especially unique
because he writes as many songs as he
can, whenever he can, and will never
let a lot of them hit the microphone.
Practice makes perfect to Horne, and
he believes writing as much as he can
is the only way he will become a better
songwriter.
Horne released his fourth album,
“Love & War,” in January 2007. He
worked with a Grammy Award-winning
producer and a talented band of artists
who have worked with some of the big¬
gest names in entertainment. He sang
and played guitar on all the tracks but
also had help from members of such
bands as Caedmon’s Call, Little Big
Town, Sixpence None the Richer and

even the violin player for James Taylor.
Horne wrote and sang all the songs.
He continues to tour colleges and is go¬
ing international with a stint in Mexico,
that will begin in a few weeks.
The shy and modest Horne took
the stage with passion and grace as he
strummed his guitar. His guitar skills
were mediocre and his voice was a lit¬
he generic, but his lyrics were what re¬
deemed the show. The audience knew
he was enjoying his time on stage, and
his country twang was something the
Village Club Series has not seen in a
while. His voice had a Bryan Adams,
Bob Dylan and Martin Sexton feel to it
with a lot of blues mixed in. For the
most part he played old and new songs
that were catchy and melodious. The
highlight of the show was his open¬
ing performance of the fun and perky
“Gypsy Girl.” Everyone was drawn
in by his emotion and blend of folky
pop music. To learn more about Ryan
Horne and his music, check out ryanhorne.com.
Appearing next week at the Vil¬
lage Club Series is the Rhode Island
band Vox. The band has an interesting
sound, mostly compared to Death Cab
for Cutie. The band is signed to SideOne Dummy Records, home of Flog¬
ging Molly, the Mighty Mighty Bosstones, MXPX and Gogol Bordello. Their
album, “Line in the Sand,” was released
to early critical acclaim in Alternative
Press. They have shared the stage with
many big-name acts such as the Black
Eyed Peas, Live, Everclear and Guster.
They have also been an international
hit with their album debuting at show¬
ings all over the world. ,

World Music Week Brings South Asia to Bates
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

(a raga is a specific mode of the art; each
is a unique tune) are heavily improvised
in all comers of the act. In fact, it is ex¬
pected that a Bharata Natyam dancer can
improvise off of any segment of a line.
The combination of Wednesday’s
demonstration and Saturday night’s per¬
formance was certainly a tree of two
fruits. That is to say, each was so appeal¬
ing that one had a difficult time deciding
on which part to focus - the musicians
or the dancing. Both aspects of Bharata
Natyam are incredibly involved, passion¬
ate and lively.
The artists that performed Bharata
Natyam exhibit were incredible. Knight
explained that despite his locomotive ges¬
tures, “If I’m given a small square I should
be able to dance just inside that.”
During the performance, the musi¬
cians and Knight are in constant com¬
munication with each other, which was

reflected in the synchronization of the
movements and sound.
Saturday night proved to be an equally
outstanding performance as the ensemble
was given the opportunity to perform in
a larger space with a larger crowd. Knight
and his ensemble performed “Alarippu:
Tisra Jati, Vamam:
Danike, Padams,
Javali, Sloka,.and Tillana: Nardu Dru Dru
Thom.” The atmosphere was expectedly
different from Wednesday’s demonstra¬
tion, as venue changes have that tenden¬
cy, yet Knight and his ensemble adapted
flawlessly. Olin’s halls harbored a South
Indian ambiance.
“It’s the nature of traditions to con¬
stantly change or else they shrivel up and
disappear,” said Douglas Knight. Aniruddha Knight and his ensemble are a chief
group in the preservation and evolution
of Bharata Natyam. They provided an in¬
credible expression of a tradition that is
probably quite foreign to most of us at
Bates.

Filming the Shoe Strike of ’37
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

flicts; they become a battle for control,
of the government, police and courts, as
well as a battle of ethnic loyalties.
The crowd in Carnegie was a sam¬
pling of all generations, mixing Bates
students with community members all
equally eager to investigate the city we
share. Such a warm commingling of
ages and voices brought to bare an inti¬
mate discussion of personal experiences
and fears. Some discussed what it was
like to be alive in the ‘30s, to witness the
strikes firsthand. Others discussed the

perils present day union workers face,
revealing a deep-seated fear of being
called to boycott.
“There were deep communal fights
evident in this strike reflecting a moral
disagreement about what the people
wanted their community to be. It wasn’t
just about profits and wages, but the
highest aspirations of the community,”
said Scobey.
A partnership, such as that between
Bates and Museum L/A, now seems in¬
creasingly imperative. It asserts that our
interactions with the surrounding popu¬
lation determine the course of history
and the success of our community.

Student Dramatists Get Professional
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

for everyone,” seconded Christopher
Schario, the Artistic Director of The
Public Theatre.
While the production is still in
the preliminary stages, The Robinson
Players and The Public Theatre have
agreed to hire a professional director
from New York City, Sheila Stasack,
who will be present for the Bates au¬
ditions in late March, as well as the
rehearsals from mid-April through
mid-May. Bates auditions are set for
March 26 and 27, leaving more than
enough time to prepare for the May
19-22 performances (at both 9:30 and
11:30 a.m.).
“We’re hoping to get about 20-plus
students involved in the production,”
said Jake Lewis ’09, The Robinson
Players’ Musical Theater Director.
“We’re looking for about eight or nine
actors for the cast and about 11 or 12
production people like stage manag-

ers, designers and technical crew to
realize the show on the stages of The
Public Theatre. This is a really great
opportunity for students to work in a
professional setting, so we hope lots
of people will come check it out.”
The performance will mark not
only the first-ever collaborative pro¬
duction from the theater organizations
but will hopefully also be the start of
an exciting and ongoing relationship.
“The Public Theatre is one of five
Equity theaters in Maine that’s just
around the corner,” said Vecsey. “We
hope that this joint production will en¬
courage students to get involved with
The Public Theatre during the regular
season as well.”
In order to get involved with this
May’s “Tales of a Fourth Grade Noth¬
ing” performance, make sure to attend
an informational meeting on Wed.
March 12, at 4:15 p.m. in Pettigrew
200, and stay tuned for upcoming emails regarding the production.

Check out coverage of the Bates College
Orchestra and the High School "Poetry Out
Loud" Maine State Finals online at
www.batesstudent.com
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Women’s Lacrosse
Drops Close Games to
Babson, Middlebury

Alpine Concludes Season,
Looks Strong for 2009
JEREMY GRANT
STAFF WRITER

This past weekend the best col¬
legiate skiers in the nation gathered
at the NCAA Skiing Championships in
Bozeman, Montana. Bate: finished the
weekend in 15th place aftei the women
had solid showings in the slalom and
giant slalom. Bates was represented by
three female alpine skiers, juniors Emily
Sampson and Liz Thompson along with
first-year Micaela Holland.
On March 6, the women skied in the
giant slalom competition and finished in
ninth place, ahead of rival University of
New Hampshire. Leading the way was
Holland, finishing in 22nd place. She
was followed closely by Thompson and
Sampson who finished in 26th and 27th

places, respectively.
On March 8 the women competed
in the slalom event. Thompson led the
way finishing the event in 19th place.
Sampson finished in 25th place and
Holland finished in 26th. The strong
performances resulted in an eighthplace finish in the slalom.
The team finished in the top-15 for
the third year in a row and with all three
skiers returning next year, the women’s
alpine ski team looks to improve upon
their results in the 2009 season. The
team will be joined by junior Megan
Papineau, who missed this season with
a knee injury.
The women’s team was only one of
two Division III schools to send a full
team of skiers to the championships.

Women’s Tennis Still
Searching for First Win
ALI BLANKSTEEN
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
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Junior Caroline Thomas scores against Babson. Thomas scored eight goals on
the weekend, four against Babson and four against Middlebury.
BRENDAN BRODEUR
STAFF WRITER

Last weekend, women’s lacrosse
opened their season with two home
matches against Middlebury and Bab¬
son. Despite losing both games, the
Bobcats played hard against their topseated opponents.
The season opener held Friday
night ended with a 16-12 victory for the
Panthers, as both teams recorded their
first complete game of the season. Bates
opened the first half of the game with
a three goal lead but was quickly faced
with seven unanswered goals from the
Panthers. With the score 10-5 at the half,
Bates came back strong with three more
goals.
Though the Bobcats lost the game
they did not leave the field without ex¬
ceptional performances. Junior Caroline
Thomas scored 4 goals in the second
half, while senior Co-Captain Molly
Wagner tallied 3. Sophomore Morgan
Maciewicz and first-year Emily Howe

each put 2 in the net and sophomore
Molly Radis scored 1.
With Daylight Savings Time on Sun¬
day also came Bates’ second game of
the season, this one against Babson. The
Beavers left the match victoriously with
a 15-11 non-conference victory for a 2-0
record so far this season. The Bobcats,
meanwhile, finished their first weekend
of matches with two losses against two
difficult opponents. Thomas scored 4
more goals Sunday afternoon, followed
by Radis who had 3 and Maciewicz
and first-year Brianna Gross who had
one each. Senior goalie Katie Nicker¬
son started the match and tallied seven
saves, followed by first-year goalie Mara
Krueger who had two saves in the sec¬
ond half.
The women’s lacrosse team plays
Trinity College on March 15 for its sec¬
ond NESCAC game this season. Trinity
defeated Colby in their season opener
on March 8 and will play on the turf
in Lewiston in their third game of the
season.

The Bobcats continue to fight for
the first ice-breaking victory of the
spring season, as they tallied their third
consecutive loss this weekend, losing to
Middlebury 9-0.
Unfortunately, the team’s seemingly
dismal most recent outcome failed to
reflect that the ladies faced their nationally-ranked NESCAC rivals without the
team’s top two players, Alexandra Piacquad TO and Cecilia Grissa ’08, who
are presently on the disabled list.
In both doubles and singles compe¬
tition, Bates failed to win any more than
two games, with the exception of se¬
nior Co-Captain Mallika Raghavan who
stepped up her performance exception¬
ally this weekend, holding her oppo¬
nent to a close 2-6, 5-7 match. Thus far,
it is clear that the team has yet to find
their rhythm for this 2008 season, hav-

ing only achieved W’s in two doubles
and zero singles matches, despite close
games and hard play.
Raghavan, nonetheless, feels con¬
fident in the team’s abilities, as they
press on into the heart of their spring
schedule. Commenting on this week¬
end’s tough match and the season
ahead, Raghavan proudly commends
her team’s efforts, concluding that they
left VT having proved to themselves
that they can in fact “play with the best
teams in the country”, even two topplayers down. “Although [the game] did
not go our way”, she says, “it was a good
eye opener on things we need to work
on”, most notably of which Raghavan
identifies as improving strategy in both
doubles and singles competitions.
With great optimism and a clear fo¬
cus on fine-tuning play for the games
ahead, the lady Bobcats prepare to
face Brandeis University this upcoming
weekend and finally translate their hard
work into results on the scoreboard.

I Fantasize
about
Sports
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

hollering when a sister or girlfriend got
taken early. It was like some perverted
version of the Dead Poets Society. It
made us feel dangerous and alive. Like
illegal car racing, this was Phillips Acad¬
emy Drift.
Since then, I have matured, mov¬
ing onto more conventional and less
demeaning fantasy games. Now, I play
fantasy baseball, football and basketball
consistently. I have yet to bite on the
hooks of fantasy golf, hockey or NA¬
SCAR, but I am certainly not above them
(some are thinking, “obviously you aren’t
above them, you once drafted girls you
knew based upon their looks”).
I think fantasy sports are a good
thing. They teach us that we can’t have
everything. You can’t take Peyton Man¬
ning and Tom Brady, Stephen Jackson
and LT, but you can compromise and
take Chad Johnson and Matt Hasselbeck,
while reaching a little on Antonio Gates.
In a lot of ways, its good advice for life.
You can’t always get what you want, but
you can settle for a lot of pretty good
and still wind up on top.
If you are tired of hearing me brag
of my own fantasy accomplishments, if
you’re a newcomer looking to try your
hand at the game, if you’re a seasoned
vet who thinks your pretty good, if you
don’t believe me when I say I am very
good, challenge me. Invite me into your
league. I dare you. Seriously, if you think
you can beat me, save me a spot. I’ve
already drafted two baseball leagues
this week. If there is enough interest,
maybe The Student’s sports section will
even set up a league of our own. Please,
rescue me from the realm of mediocrity
enveloping the rest of my existence and
let me whoop you in a fantasy league. It
will be at least one thing I am good at.

Women’s Indoor 3rd at ECACs
ANDY PERCY
STAFF WRITER

Women’s indoor finished third out
of 51 teams at the ECAC Champion¬
ships last Saturday, hosted by Harvard
University. This was the Bobcats’ best
performance at this meet in five years.
Bates finished with 42 points, edg¬
ing out fourth-place College of New
Jersey by one point and falling shy of
second-place MIT by a mere half point.
Moravian College won the meet with 56
points.
One of the top Bates performances
came from Jen Marino ’09, who broke
the 21-year-old school record in the tri¬
ple jump. Marino finished eighth out of
24 with a mark of 36’9-75”, placing her
nearly 4’ farther than Anne Millham’s
former record leap of 36’6” set in 1987.
Marino also competed in the long jump
and finished with a mark of 16’4.25”.
Another highlight for Bates came
from Co-Captain Izzy Alexander ’09,
who beat 31 other women to win the

500m in 1:17.40, almost a full second
in front of second-place Jordan Ireton
from Johns Hopkins.
The throwing events went very well
for Bates. Vantiel Elizabeth Duncan TO
and Co-Captain Cassandra Kirkland
’08 finished second and third, respec¬
tively, of the 34 women competing in
the 20-lb weight throw. Duncan threw
55’5.75” and Kirkland threw 51’8.25”.
Julia Hopson from Fredonia State won
the event in 57T.50”. Duncan went on
to take fourth in the shot put with a
mark of 4l’3.5”.
The middle distance runners had
great races. Co-Captain Amy Rosania ’08
finished eighth out of 27 in the 1,000m
with a time of 3:04. Katie Bash TO put
out a good effort in the mile, finishing
with a time of 5:17. In the 3,000m, CoCaptain Molly Balentine ’08 took fourth
out of 16 with a time of 10:35 and was
followed by teammate Jen Mitton ’ll
in sixth with a final time of 10:38. Fi¬
nally, the 4x800m relay team of Rosa-

nia, Bash, Alex Alberto ’ll and Dana
Lindauer ’ll finished fifth out of 18, just
edging out St. Lawrence, who finished
with the same time of 9:49-13.
While the season is over for most of
the team (meaning a two week training
period before outdoor begins), several
Bobcats will be looking to compete at
NCAA Dill Nationals at Ohio Northern
this weekend.
Duncan is currently second in the
country in the 20-lb weight throw with
her 57’7” toss from the USM Invitation¬
al on Feb. 2. Alexander is 15th in the
country in the 800m with her 2:14.69
time from the Open New England
Championships on March 1. Last year,
2.16.64 was the final time to go, so it
is a definite possibility that Alexander
will be chosen to compete. Finally, the
4x400 meter relay team of Alexander,
Marino, Lindauer and Molly Radis TO
is 17th in the country with their time
of 3:57.19 from the Open New England
Championships on March 1.

Laxers Find Offense against Middlebury,
Still Fall to Powerful NESCAC Rival

BOBCAT
OI THE WEEK
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Thomas
net¬
ted 8 goals to go
along with 3 as¬
sists this weekend
against Middlebury
and Babson. Last
season,
Thomas
| ranked second on
the team in goals,
assists and points.
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Sophomore defenseman Michael Nadler D's up on his Panther opponent in the Middlebury game
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

grams in the country, so the men knew
they would have to be at their best.
“The game got away from us early,
but we staged a late comeback to only
lose by two goals,” said senior Co-Cap¬
tain Brent Morin.
Anchoring the midfield, Morin scored
3 goals and added 3 assists, while Me¬
deiros chipped in 3 goals and 3 assists.
The final score of 14-12 indicates the of¬

fensive battle that occurred.
“[This game] really gave us some
confidence. Middlebury has been NES¬
CAC champions forever, so to play them
that close really gives us a boost,” said
Morin.
The defeat comes on the heels of two
disappointing offensive performances
against WNEC and Keene State.
“It was great to get our offense go¬
ing today. We had been slow going in
the first .two games, so it was good to

get both sides of the ball working today,”
said Morin.
Other notables from Sunday include
juniors Tyler Moore and Les Wade who
added two goals apiece. Although Bates
has started the season 0-3 (0-1 NESCAC),
this most recent loss to Middlebury gives
the team some confidence moving for¬
ward. The Bobcats will travel to Gordon
College this Wednesday, while the NES¬
CAC schedule continues on Saturday at
Trinity.
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MAC KING
MANAGING SPORTS
EDITOR

There are a lot of
things I am not very good at.
I have always been a pretty middling
athlete. Despite a handful of elite sea¬
sons to my credit - two years of scor¬
ing over 20 goals in Kitsap County Parks
and Rec. soccer and an All-Star worthy,
12-year old campaign in Little League
derailed by a broken arm - one could
say I put the ‘J’ in JV.
In school, I am a pretty decent stu¬
dent in writing intensive classes, but
when it comes to science I regress to
the sixth grade level.
With the exception of the ability to
play “Hot Cross Buns” and (on good
days) “Home, Home on the Range” on
the recorder, I have no musical talent.
I can’t sing.
I can’t dance.
Interacting with girls, I am both un¬
comfortably awkward and painfully shy.
I am a sloppy dresser, with a poor
eye for style.
I have no supernatural powers. I
cannot communicate with the dead or
speak to animals.
In fact, I can’t even speak a foreign
language.
Reading this, one might wonder
what I have to live for. Where do I find
refuge? Solace? You are also likely won¬
dering where this column is going. Am
I going to wax poetic about good times
passed me by for another 1200 words?
Have I reached a new level of pathetic,
driven mad by the never-ending winter?
The answer to those last two ques¬
tions is, perhaps. The answer to the first
two questions is, fantasy sports.
It’s the nerdiest of hobbies, causing
even the highest level of Dungeon Mas¬
ter to scoff in mocking incredulity. It is
also an activity perhaps more gendered
than nursing one’s young. At the first
mention of fantasy sports a mere three
sentences ago, every female reader of
this column cast aside the newspaper
in total disinterest. It’s like watching my
father at the first mention of “Disney on
Ice” or the sitcom “Friends.” Everything
gets tuned out.
Like most pure hatred or genuine
obliviousness in the world, dislike of
fantasy sports stems from a lack of un¬
derstanding. It’s the word “fantasy” in
the title that prevents fantasy sports from
transcending into the realm of cool. It
makes it sound like the activity involves
dipping phallic objects in chocolate or
returning the ring to Mordor with one’s
pudgy friend. This is false.
I am not going to get into the me¬
chanics of the game, but there is noth¬
ing taboo or magical about the world of
fantasy sports. It’s not actually a fantasy.
The players are real and the numbers
correlate exactly with what’s happening
in the pros.
I am very good at fantasy sports. I
love setting my lineups, and pouring
over information at any point before,
during or after the season. I dominate
while searching for that piece of in¬
sider info, that one elusive statistic, that
tip from the trainer of the Padres who
thinks Mark Prior looks healthy and has
shown some real life on his fast ball that
will give me an edge over my competi¬
tors.
I wish the rest of life worked the
way fantasy sports did. I wish I could
get the kind of value I can get taking
Cleveland first baseman Ryan Garko
and his 20-plus homeruns in the 13th
round, in other areas of my life. What
if the world around us functioned like
a fantasy draft? What if one had to draft
their dinner in commons? Brick oven
pizza goes first overall, yellow Gatorade
becomes the first drink off the board
and Pastrami on Rye is a steal in the
late rounds.
I used to live my life this way. Soph¬
omore year in high school, well into my
fantasy sporting obsession, my friends
and I held mock drafts of the girls in
our school. I know what you are think¬
ing, “you pig,” and Mom, I am sorry. I
was young, naive and full of hormones.
This was one situation where the em¬
phasis was on the fantasy. Barely cling¬
ing to the bottom rung of the social lad¬
der, “managing” girls so far out of our
league it made our heads spin, these
girl drafts were awesome. Sneaking into
empty classrooms, finding abandoned
nooks of the library and locking the
doors to our dorm rooms, we would
sit and draft, ogling at who slipped and
See I FANTASIZE, page 7
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An airborne Co-Captain Brent Morin ’08 scores against Middlebury, Morin scored three goals to go with three assists on the day. The Bobcats lost 14-12.

HARRY POOLE
STAFF WRITER

After suffering a well-played loss to
No. 8 ranked Western New England Col¬
lege in their season opener, the men’s la¬
crosse team was looking to bounce back
with two home games this past week.
The men hosted Keene State on Wednes¬
day, while Sunday’s home game against
Middlebury marked the beginning of the
team’s NESCAC schedule.
Against Keene State, the Bobcats got

off to a quick 3-0 start less than halfway
into the first quarter. Junior Sam Geller
opened the scoring five minutes into
the game off of a pass from sophomore
Dave Barrett. Senior Justin Simon added
tire second goal, while senior Co-Captain
Mike Medeiros completed the three goal
flurry off of an assist by first-year Garrett
Kopeski.
The early momentum shifted as
Keene State came back with two unas¬
sisted goals to cut the Bobcat lead to 1.
Another goal from Medeiros mid-way
through the second quarter would make

Men’s Tennis 3-1,
Suffers First Loss
PAUL LOMBARDI
STAFF WRITER

The Bates men’s tennis team im¬
proved to 3-1 on the season after beat¬
ing New York University in the Mid¬
dlebury Invitational on Saturday. The
Bobcats took down NYU 8-1 during the
first day of the tournament before fall¬
ing to host Middlebury College 9-0 on
Sunday.
Against NYU, Bates won all three
doubles matches. Junior captain Ben
Stein and sophomore Amrit Rupasinghe,
currently ranked eighth in the nation
in doubles, led the way winning their
doubles match 8-4. Stein, Rupasinghe,
senior Captain Danilo Acosta and soph¬
omores Michael Reiss, Zach Fenno and

it 4-2, but Keene State came roaring back
to tie the game just before the end of the
half.
Bates junior Alex Cronstein scored
one minute into the second half, but fol¬
lowing his goal, the Keene State defense
buckled down. Keene State would go on
to score five consecutive goals as they
delivered a frustrated Bates team their
second consecutive loss to open the sea¬
son.
“We were certainly frustrated by the
outcome,” said Medeiros. “But we were
also able to see that a lot of our mistakes

are very correctable.”
While the nine goals allowed is not a
positive indication, Medeiros also added
that senior Co-Captain and goalie Will
Paddock “has been playing extremely
well, and our on ball defense was great
in both games.”
Although Sunday’s game against Mid¬
dlebury was another loss for the men,
there were a lot of positive and hopeful
Bobcats. Middlebury, for many years, has
had one of the greatest Dill lacrosse proSee LAXERS, page 7

Two Thumbs Up! Ellefson
Fourth in Nation in 10k Skate

Maxwell Berger all competed in singles
for the Bobcats. Bates won five of the
six singles matches. Acosta won his sin¬
gles sets 6-3, 6-2, while Stein won 6-1,
7-6 (7-3). Still not competing for Bates
is junior Captain Mike Sherman who is
recovering from an elbow injury.
The Bobcats 9-0 loss to NESCAC
opponent Middlebury on Sunday was a
tough defeat for the Bobcats who failed
to win any of the six singles matches
or three doubles matches. The Bobcats
don’t have too much time to harp on
this last loss, however, with MIT coming
to campus on Thursday (3/13). Bates
hopes to improve its 3-1 record with a
victory over MIT at 3 p m. on Thurs¬
day.

Men’s Indoor 33rd at ECACs,
Ready for NCAAs, Spring
KATIE BASH
STAFF WRITER

The men’s indoor track season has
been winding down for a while now, as
injury and illness plagued several run¬
ners and field athletes this winter. For
some it was a somewhat disappointing
season. However, for those who man¬
aged to stay afloat in what can be a
very trying sport, the results have been
exceptional.
This past weekend, Harvard Uni¬
versity hosted the 2007-2008 ECAC In¬
door Championship. ECACs is a large
meet where Division III schools from
Maine to Pennsylvania compete in a
very laidback yet competitive atmo¬
sphere. This year, the team sent only
seven Bobcat competitors. Despite the
small numbers, all of the men managed
to do their best to represent, helping
Bates to tie for the 33rd overall team
spot out of 58 scoring schools.
In the field events, which have
been without a doubt the strongest
facet of the team this season, the Bob¬
cat men did not disappoint. Rich Mc¬
Neil ’10 placed fifth out of 23 in the
35-lb weight throw. Mark Lui TO fin¬
ished 10th, Matt Lopez ’08 was 13th
and Chris Murtagh was l6th. McNeil

also finished fifth in the shot put, with
a throw of over 48’.
In addition, senior Co-Captain Em¬
manuel Drabo placed 14th in the triple
jump with a leap of 447.5”.
In the running events, Ryan Quinn
’ll finished 14th in the 55m dash pre¬
liminary, with a time of just 6.65 sec¬
onds. In the 200m dash Quinn blazed
his way to a l4th-place finish with a
time of 22.77 seconds.
Doug Brecher TO ran 15:32 in the
5k and finished 20th overall, and Brett
Epler ’ll competed in the pentathlon,
earning 3133 points, good enough for
an eighth-place finish.
The men’s 4x400m relay team, con¬
sisting of Epler, Drabo, Quinn and Car-,
los Castro TO, finished 13th with a time
of 3:28.67.
Next weekend is the 2008 NCAA
National Championship at Ohio North¬
ern University. Senior Co-Captain and
All-American Noah Gauthier ’08, who
has taken off the last couple weeks
from competing, will surely attend as
he is currently ranked fourth in the na¬
tion for the 35-lb weight throw. McNeil
will find out on Monday whether or
not he will be competing. He is cur¬
rently ranked 13th in the same event.
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Junior Sylvan Ellefson, with the Bitterroot Mountains behind him, is all smiles
before his races at the NCAA Skiing Championships.

NATALIE RUPPERTSBERGER
STAFF WRITER

Junior Sylvan Ellefson placed fourth
in the 10k skate race and 18th in the
10k Classic last weekend in Bozeman
Montana at the NCAA Nordic competi¬
tions. His season only gaining momen¬
tum as it went on, these results certainly
showed what he is capable of, and what
we can expect to see next year when
Bates hosts the NCAA Skiing Champi¬
onships.
Going into the competition, Ellefson
had the number one bid from the East.
His two carnival wins in skate races at
the Williams and Middlebury carnivals
were the first two wins by a Bates male
in the history of the sport.
“Going into the races I had no ex-

pectations of what my results should be,”
said Ellefson. “I stayed focused on my
goal to feel strong and fluid throughout
the race. At the starting gate, it was in¬
timidating to be right behind mostly for¬
eign skiers, but I knew that my results
two and three weeks before were what
had brought me into that position.”
Ellefson is also very excited that
Bates is hosting the NCAA champion¬
ships next year.
“I will use this recent progression of
races to fuel the upcoming season.”
He will race one more race this
year, a 50k skate at Sugarloaf next Sun¬
day, but then its time to call it quits and
reflect on a great season. Sylvan looks
forward to hanging out with his friends
and “some of the people I haven’t seen
in what feels like years.”

